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1 Introduction

1.1 Overview
As part of the Multi Use Byron Shire Rail Corridor study, Byron Shire Council (BSC)
commissioned Arcadis to undertake an assessment of the state and potential uses for the
following sections of the corridor:
•
•
•
•

Yelgun to Billinudgel
Billinudgel to Mullumbimby
Mullumbimby to Byron Bay
Byron Bay to Bangalow.

The assessment includes an inspection of selected areas of the corridor sections above and
a desktop review and use of unit/industry costs to determine high level costs to reinstate
potential rail and/or transport options (if appropriate).
This report provides the summary of the inspections and desktop cost review and high-level
evaluation discussion of potential transport options. This report forms the engineering
Appendix for the Multi Use Byron Shire Rail corridor study, the full study provides an
engineering, economic and social assessment of the options for the corridor.

1.2 Background
The Casino to Murwillumbah rail line was opened and commenced services in 1894
and played a crucial role in connecting four key districts Lismore, Bangalow, Byron Bay,
Mullumbimby and Tweed Shire and the smaller surrounding regional towns. This rail
network was of great benefit to the communities, providing a daily XPT (express passenger
train) service throughout north-east of NSW with many local stations connecting regional
communities (Figure 1). At its Casino terminus station, the rail line meets the Sydney to
Brisbane rail line, connecting regional towns surrounding Murwillumbah, Byron Bay, Bangalow
and Lismore to more populated regions and cities down south and across the state border.

Figure 1 Billinudgel Station
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The XPT service operated until the 16th April 2004, having provided a daily return service
from Murwillumbah to Casino from 1990. A number of studies were undertaken since its
closure, to ascertain the feasibility of reinstating freight services, introducing a local rail
commuter servicing and extending the rail network to Queensland and introducing a light
rail service1. None of the studies undertaken have been able to demonstrate the viability of
reinstating any of the above options.
However, there is continued interest in the community in reinstating some form of public
transport option along the corridor. Following a proposal to implement a rail trial in the
corridor there has been strong community division as to whether a rail trail should be
implemented or whether there may be viability of reinstating rail services in the future, in
which case removal of rail infrastructure to support a rail trail at this point in time will result in
a costly loss of asset and opportunity for the Byron Shire Community in the future. Discussion
has followed in regard to the viability of combining a public transport solution (public
transport vehicles in the form or steel or rubber wheels) with options for active transport (e.g.
“rail with trail”).
This study responds to this interest and potential change in focus. The study involves an
economic, social and engineering assessment of the opportunities for the corridor. This report
reflects the engineering assessment of the corridor, that is an assessment of the current
condition of the corridor, a cost estimate of the potential solutions, and a needs and social
based approach to determine the best use of the rail line in the future, in relation to multi-use
transport options.
The corridor sections inspected in this study are illustrated in the Figure 2 below. The study
area includes consideration of:
• Station/locations at Bangalow, St Helena, Byron Bay, Tyagarah, Myocum, Mullumbimby,
Billinudgel, Yelgun; and
• the additional adjacent regional centres of Ocean Shores, Binna Burra, Nashua and
Booyong.

1

Casino to Murwillumbah Transport Study, Version 2.1 Transport for NSW
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Figure 2 Overview of corridor inspection area
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1.3 Purpose of report
The purpose of this report is to provide a desktop review of the potential feasible uses and
costs to reinstate transport options along the corridor.
In order to determine the feasibility of implementing any transport solution, an engineering
condition assessment of the corridor needed to be undertaken. This report provides a
summary of the condition of the corridor and includes a discussion of the engineering works
that would be required to return the corridor to be fit for purpose.
From the results of the condition assessment the feasibility of implementing specific options
along the corridor is assessed and costs to develop and operate those options have been
developed.
From this information a number of feasible options can be put forward for consideration by
BSC and the Byron Shire community.

1.4 Structure of report
The report is structured in the following manner:
• Section 1: Introduction
		 This section provides an introduction to the report as well as background information on
		 the Casino to Murwillumbah rail corridor. Particular emphasis has been given to the
		 stretch of corridor inside the Byron Shire, as it is the primary focus of Arcadis’ scope of
		 works as outlined by BSC
• Section 2: Background
		 Section 2 is a desktop review detailing previous investigations and works done on the
		 corridor, either immediately prior to or after the termination of rail services
• Section 3: Methodology
		 Section three explains in detail the methodology approach taken in the inspection of the
		 rail corridor, the approach taken to estimate costs and the approach taken to inform multi		 use options of the corridor in future
• Section 4: Key Findings
		 This section includes the key findings of the engineering inspection and provides detail
		 upon the physical condition of the corridor and incorporated rail infrastructure
• Section 5: Options
		 Based on the key findings and the requirements of the corridor this section outlines a
		 number of options
• Section 6: Constraints and Assumptions
		 This section summarises structural, environmental and other constraints found on the
		 corridor and the assumptions supporting estimates and proposed conceptual solutions
• Section 7: Estimates
		 Section 7 details both capital (CAPEX) and operational (OPEX) estimates
• Section 8: Conclusions and recommendations
		 Provides the conclusion from the assessment and investigations and recommendations
		forward.
• Appendices
		 The appendices include
		 – Summary of key findings at each site inspected
		 – Environmental constraints report
		 – Estimate breakdowns and cross sections
		 – Multi-criteria analysis summary.
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2 Background

The following provides a summary of studies, previously conducted on the Casino to
Murwillumbah rail corridor. Studies include:
• Options for the Casino-Murwillumbah-Robina Rail Corridor (1992) Travers Morgan
• Review of Investment Options – Casino to Murwillumbah Line Final Report (1994) Kearney
		 – Sinclair Knight
• CSO Line Funding Agreement Discussion Paper, Casino – Murwillumbah (2003), Rail
		 Infrastructure Corporation
• Closure of the Casino to Murwillumbah rail service (2004), NSW Legislative Council
• Feasibility Study for passenger and/or commuter on the Murwillumbah to Casino branch
		 line (2004), PriceWaterhouseCoopers
• Casino to Murwillumbah Transport Study Version 2.1 Transport for NSW
• Other works, media reports and other relevant investigations.
From these studies the relevant findings as applied to this review have been summarised in
the following section.

2.1 PWC/ARUP reports
In 2004 PWC was commissioned to undertake a triple bottom line investigation of the
Murwillumbah to Casino Branch Line with the intention to assess the feasibility of reinstating
passenger rail options on the corridor. The report identifies that considerable investment
would be required to upgrade the line to service rail commuter operations. However, it also
recognises the value of retaining the corridor and recommends that a retention strategy is
put in place, so that in the event that future developments improve the viability of rail services
(such as population or usage growth) the line can be re-established without significant delays
or any need to acquire additional corridor land.
In 2012 ARUP was contracted by Transport for NSW (TfNSW) to complete a transport study
centred around the Casino the Murwillumbah rail corridor. At this point the corridor had been
unused and poorly maintained for 8 years, since rail services were terminated in 2004. The
objective of the works completed by ARUP, was to evaluate how effectively reinstating rail
passenger services could meet the then existing and future demands for transport services
in the region, with consideration to the associated costs of doing so. These works were
completed with the understanding that any findings would be used in the development of the
Northern Rivers Regional Transport Plan.
Arup’s study was comprised of several stages. These included:
• a survey/inspection of the corridor’s condition along with associated infrastructure
• an analysis of the region’s then current transport needs (including a desktop study of
		 previous works)
• development of a high-level strategic model to evaluate future transport needs from 2013
		 through 2031
• Identification of public transport options to help cater for future demand (options utilising
		 the corridor among these)
• Engineering feasibility assessment of reinstating services and extending the corridor into
		 South-East Queensland.
The first stage of ARUP’s study is the most relevant to the contents to the works outlined
in this report. By performing a desktop review of this prior to the physical inspection, an
informed prediction of the current condition of the corridor was made and used to identify
areas to focus upon in the survey.
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ARUP has noted that before the corridor was closed in 2004 it was in fair condition and
required only minimal maintenance for rail services to be continued. However, it was apparent
that several of the timber bridges along the corridor were in need of restorative works.
Post completion of their inspection, ARUP recorded that their inspections noted that the
majority of the corridor and most of the asset’s components would require some level of
restoration or maintenance. It was also clear that to meet the current safety standards
regulations, some of the infrastructure would need to be replaced. Predominately bridges and
level crossings.
In summary ARUP’s inspection resulted with the following findings:
• General The corridor had received minimal maintenance works and management of
		 vegetation and this has predominately been on stretches of the corridor found within
		 townships. Despite the majority of the corridor being in a rundown state, the maintenance
		 expenditure has been stated anecdotally at $750,000 annually
		 Throughout the corridor, steel elements were consistently in not a bad condition and still
		 have non-insignificant lifespans. These include everything from steel sleepers to bridges
• Bridges Of the 187 total bridges, the inspection was inclusive of 75. ARUP found
		 that overall the timber bridges were in quite poor condition, 87 per cent requiring major
		 maintenance or to be replaced. However, concrete and steel bridges had been much less
		 susceptible to deterioration and only required minimal maintenance and possible
		 replacement of some elements
• Tunnels All tunnels were found to be in sound structural condition and were adequately
		 stable. However, some tunnels had considerable blockages to their entrances, which was
		 noted as potentially causing additional loading on tunnel lining
• Level Crossings ARUP identified that all crossings would require some form of reparative
		 works and many to be replaced (particularly signalled). The state of signalling also
		 presented a significant problem, with 14 publicly accessible crossings having no signalling
		 at all
• Geotechnical Issues ARUP identified a number of geotechnical issues, which would
		 require work before the corridor could be used for services again. Areas which were
		 identified as potentially hazardous included the steep slopes where the corridor traverses
		 around St Helena and the flood plains between Byron and Mullumbimby, which are of risk
		 of subsidence
• Rail and Formation. The ARUP report acknowledged that overgrown vegetation had
		 become a considerable problem, disrupting the ballast and formation in several locations.
		 The report recommended that this would require significant re-ballasting works. In
		 addition, vegetation and silting were noted to have had negative impacts upon water
		 diverting culverts, with many being clogged
		 It was noted that three sites had been affected by landslides (Figure 3)
		 ARUP recommended that the medium to heavy vegetation which was found along the
		 majority of the alignment required clearing
• Sleepers.
		 The report estimated that all timber sleepers would require replacing.
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Figure 3 Landslide ARUP 2012

In summary ARUP found that if train services were to be reinstated, a large
majority if not all timber bridges, sleepers and ballast would need to be
replaced. The remaining infrastructure would require significant upgrade
and restoration to meet current safety standards. The total estimated cost
of bringing the corridor to a standard high enough for rail services was
estimated at approximately $900 million, which equates to approximately
$7 million per kilometre, this cost is associated with the upper end of green
field rail construction.
ARUP recommend that the ‘do nothing’ approach be continued, with
additional works incorporated into the strategy to ensure that the corridor
is safe. These works include inspecting and replacing timber sleepers and
minor restoration works on the bridges thereby increasing the allocated
maintenance annual cost to approximately $750,000 currently allocated.

2.2 Byron Bay Railroad company
Further assessment was undertaken by the Byron Bay Railroad company
when developing the works for implementation of the solar train.
Although an official report has not been published in relation to this works
Arcadis consulted with Elements Resort accommodation and members of
the Bryon Bay Railroad company to establish their findings and eventual
costs in reinstating the corridor.
Our consultation acknowledged that this portion of track had been
considered in reasonable condition and the particular section did not
require any work on level crossings. The rail was upgraded to take 11
tonne axle loads at approximately 30 to 40 kilometre an hour speed.
The Byron Bay Railroad Company has been established as the RIM (Rail
Infrastructure Manager) and satisfactorily provided the requirements and
engineering track for accreditation for the services being offered. This was
achieved at a total cost of $5 million for the whole 3 km corridor, however
it was noted that the engineering works to get the track up to the standard
required was approximately
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$450,000 per kilometre with the remaining costs being spent in mitigation and legal counsel
in relation to complaints from properties adjacent to the corridor who were concerned in
relation to noise impacts of the train service.
Since service commencement in December 2017 to December 2018 the train has had close to
100,000 passengers with nearly 70 per cent of those being visitors using the service to access
dining, shopping and other facilities.

2.3 Media reports on the corridor’s state
Recently a Northern Star newspaper article dated 10/12/2018 provided a summary of a rally
held in Lismore by the Northern Rivers Rail Action Group (NRRAG). Present at the rally was
Bryan Fisher, a track manager with over 30 years of experience working in the rail industry.
Fisher stated that he had recently performed an investigation of the Casino to Murwillumbah
corridor and developed a cost estimate of the works required to restore the railway to a
standard high enough to facilitate rail and passenger operations. In his investigation, he found
that the track was in reasonable condition, fitted and tied with steel sleepers. The majority
of the required work being on the restoration of damaged or removed bridges. However, he
believes that the bridges could be replaced with cost efficient prestressed concrete girders. A
final cost estimation of $50 million to make the corridor functional again was provided.
No information was provided as to what types of vehicles and services Mr Fisher was
considering.
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3 Methodology

This section outlines the methodology applied for three aspects of this report:
• Site inspections to assess the corridor status
• Desktop estimates for upgrading the corridor to allow for transport options
• High level engineering evaluation of options which inform the economic model.

3.1 Methodology for site inspections to assess corridor status
In this section the methodology developed to guide the inspection of the corridor is outlined.
The methodology has been broken down into two areas; that governing the use of the drone
and that governing and detailing the procedure for walking inspections of the corridor.

3.1.1 Methodology for use of the drone
Drone inspections were undertaken across three days from 18/02/19 to 20/02/19. A number
of requirements were required to be met prior to each take-off at a location to enable a safe
and efficient flight. The safety procedures complied with were in line with CASA’s “Commercial
unmanned flight – remotely piloted aircraft under 2 kg” in addition to Arcadis’s own stringent
safety records and requirements.
Arcadis requirements includes a preliminary, pre and post flight checklist and flying as
per our drone usage guidelines. The constraints at each site location varied however key
considerations prior to each flight included:
• Proximity of people, vehicles and buildings
• Availability of land clear of trees, shrubbery, powerlines etc.
• Wind speed
• Ability to keep within line of sight
• Other physical hazards (e.g. solar train in Byron shire).
Due to the program, flights were to be as efficient as possible to maintain battery life, where
each battery had approximately 30 minutes of flight time. Depending on the surrounds and
what was needed to be captured, each flight was varied from between 5 to 20 minutes. A
total of 19 flights were undertaken over the three days. A number of sites were disqualified
from flights due to either one or a number of safety factors (above) considered to be high risk.
At the locations where drone flight was deemed not possible, comprehensive photos were
taken by handheld camera to ensure the inspection was captured digitally. The inspected sites
disqualified for use of drone include:
• Vallances Road (tunnel)
• Stock Route Road (tunnel)
• New Brighton Road (bridge)
• McAuley’s Lane (Underbridge)
• Dingo Lane
• Old Bangalow Road (South)
• St Helena Road (Underbridge).
The drone used for inspection was a DJI Phantom 4 Pro. The drone delivers clear, crisp shots
with a 20-megapixel camera. The drone records the latitude and longitude of each photo
which enables the photos location to be pinpointed for review at a later date if required.
At each location the drone camera was angled vertically down to capture the condition of
the sleepers, rail and rail furniture for approximately 100 m. The camera was also angled
horizontally to capture the condition in either direction from the inspected location. This was
useful to ascertain the overgrowth or clearness of the alignment in either direction.
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3.1.2 Walking Inspection
The Inspection of the 30 kilometre stretch of the corridor was predominately undertaken as a
walking inspection, the following provides further detail on the approach and sites inspected.

Inspection approach
The walking inspections were undertaken under guidance of RailCorp’s Engineering Manual
Track Inspection Standard TMC 203 where requirements were:
• Walking examination involved walking, where possible, 100 m within each kilometre of
track. The 100 m was selected based upon known risk (i.e. through reference to previous study
or as an identified constraint from mapping data) or “random” selection, but only where it
was determined that access could be obtained safely. Walking examination of each section
selected involved a thorough (if possible) examination of the track structure and the right of
way to ascertain the condition level of the components in relation to running a safe railway
• Table 1 summarises the examination procedure and considerations taken by the walking
inspection team.
• Inspection notes were made by “exception”, that is where conditions were noted that did not
comply with the considerations below (e.g. where major defects were found, sleeper failure
etc. rather than a comply list for every site).
Table 1 Listed inspection considerations
Component

Examination procedure

Considerations

Track

Rail

Major defects in top, line, twist or superelevation
Pumping or unstable track
Broken rails, visual indicators of spilt or serious rail defects
Visual indications of excessive rail wear
Rusting

Sleepers

Examine for failures of sleepers and fastenings
Broken, rotting and defective sleepers
Obvious indications of wide or tight gauge
Loose spikes, movement of the rail between inner and
outer spikes, movement of the rail and sleeper plate
assembly over sleeper
Percentage of missing and/or damaged spikes
Inspection at bridge ends to note for evidence of track
pumping

Ballast

Evidence of track pumping and/or mud holes
Fouled or other obvious ballast deficiencies
Vegetation
Level and condition of crib and shoulder ballast

Turnouts

Overall condition of switches, checkrails, crossings and/
or bearers
Condition of point lever or interlocking equipment

Insulated rail joints

Evidence of movement between rail and the plate
Broken, visibly cracked joints

Supporting track structure

Signs that embankments or cuttings are slipping
Signs that retaining structures adjacent to railway are
collapsing
Obvious defects in track geometry that indicate that culverts or other track support structures have failed
Erosion of embankment of cutting faces
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Structures

Civils

Tunnels

Top and line condition throughout the tunnel
Evidence of pooling or water infiltration
Clearance to track

Bridges

Top and line condition over the bridge
Condition of transoms
Evidence of extensive scouring or undermining
Condition of sleepers on bridge approaches, any evidence
of pumping on approach

Retaining structures

Rockfalls in cesses2 or on track

Drainage

Obvious ineffective drainage
Blocked culverts or waterways
Obvious indication of excess ponding in drains
Any evidence of track formation, cutting or embankment
failure, such as earth movement, track subsidence or
ground cracks

Fencing

Broken or vandalised fencing, unsecured gates

Access roads

Vegetation fouling and access

Level Crossings

Rail condition
Crossing surface
Drainage
Signalling and crossing equipment
Condition of signs, gates, grids and fencing

Stations

Structural integrity
Overall condition of structure, windows, paint, roofing
Platforms
Other

Inspection sites
All inspected sites were walked, except where considerations had to be made for safety or
complete lack of accessibility. At many of the sites inspected, the rail was at the same elevation
as the road and could easily be walked along for the full 100 metre survey length. Some
instances where underbridges have been used for the corridor, the inspection team were able
to gain access by climbing down the slope or assessing further along the corridor and walking
back to the inspection site.
Figure 4 shows the all the inspection sites which were accessed by foot, also listed below:
- Station Street (Mullumbimby station)
- Argyle Street
- Synotts Lane
- Wilfred Street
- Stock Route Road (tunnel)
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- McAuley’s Lane
- Dingo Lane
- Bayshore Drive
- Lawson Street
- Old Bangalow Road North
- Old Bangalow Road South
- Coopers Shoot Road
- Bangalow Road South
- Rifle Range Road
- Granuaille Road
- Lismore Road
- Corlis Crescent
While most sites could be walked, in a few instances the extent of overgrown vegetation
limited access by foot to only a few metres of length. This was the case at the Vallances Road
tunnel, the New Brighton Road bridge and Mill Street. Other inspection sites were completely
inaccessible and resulted in the inspection being done by sight and by reviewing images taken
by cameras and/or the drone (the drone couldn’t be flown at St Helena Road). These sites
included:
- Synotts Road (bridge)
- Giaour Street
- Yelgun Road (Bridge)
- Tyagarah Road
- St Helena Road
- Bangalow Road North
At each inspection site, the team aimed to identify the condition of the rails, sleepers, ballast,
fencing, supporting infrastructure and the formation as per the considerations listed in
Table 1. GIS coordinates, photographic and drone evidence and inspection notes were then
recorded.

Interactive Map
In summary a total of 31 sites were selected and inspected and these are shown in the
following figure (Figure 4). Further detail is provided in the interactive map developed as part
of this report.
The interactive map will detail:
• GIS coordinates and locations of sites inspected
• All the drone footage taken at a particular site
• All camera footage taken at a particular site
• Inspection report for the site
• Any high-risk constraints for each option.
The map will allow the user to click on the specific site in order to view the above information.
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Figure 4 Interface of Interactive Report showing inspection sites and corridor key patronage areas
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3.2 Desktop estimates
3.2.1 Approach
The results from the inspection formed the basis of the cost estimate build ups. Costs were
derived from industry accepted rates such as Rawlinson’s (2018-19) and Arcadis Construction
Costing Handbook (where appropriate) as well as previous similar Arcadis projects.
Desktop estimates will consider the corridor in the following sections:
• Yelgun to Billinudgel
• Billinudgel to Mullumbimby
• Mullumbimby to Byron Bay
• Byron Bay to Bangalow.
However, inspection results indicated that there is not significant difference within these
sections, therefore for estimation purpose a “standard” was determined that would fulfil the
functional requirements of the operations being considered (e.g. vehicle weight, type and
wheel) and this was applied across the sections/corridor to develop a base per kilometre
estimate to enable that operation. Costs for particular structures or other pinch points were
then added to this kilometre rate for each section individually as appropriate.
The level of service requirement for each operation was developed by consideration of “types”
of transport solutions, and the general work required to bring the corridor to enable that
transport solution. For example:
a. Shuttle services/ or other trains were considered on upgrades to existing required to run 1011 tonne axle loads at speeds equal or less than 60 kilometre per hour
b. Very Light Rail, pedal powered vehicles, or Hi-Rails were considered upgrades to existing
required to run less than 10 tonne axles or less at speeds equal or less than less than 60
kilometres per hour
c. Rail Trail pavements were considered as two types:
• pavement suitable only for off road bikes (manual or e-bikes) without removing the
		 existing infrastructure
• pavement suitable for bikes, scooters, mobility scooters which included the removal of
		 existing material and providing new capping and wearing course layer
d. Bus options were considered on operation of 12.5 m standard vehicles for a 3.1 m minimum
pavement width, using the natural existing as subgrade and providing a capping and
wearing course
e. Bicycle lanes and shared paths considerations in accordance with the Austroads and RTA
Bicycle Design Guidelines wherever practical.
In terms of costings applied, industry benchmarked rates were applied, for example:
a. Bridge renewal costs were estimated on an industry accepted square metre rate for
standard RC concrete structures
b. Bridge replacement costs were estimated on a square metre estimate and based on similar
timber bridge reparation works undertaken in North Queensland
c. Culverts reparation costs were developed on labour and plant costs only
d. Vegetation costs were based on assumption of 50-20 per cent medium and 50-80 per cent
heavy clearance

https://www.arcadis.com/en/asia/our-perspectives/research-and-publications/arcadisconstruction-cost-handbook/

3
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For each type of transport service, rail, road or active transport vehicles:
• Cost estimates were developed using standard design and engineering requirements for
each “type”
• A rate was then estimated to upgrade a kilometre section of existing corridor to be fit for
purpose for the option being considered. To calculate the total cost of a specific section this
rate was then applied to the length of the section
• Each corridor section was then assessed for “exceptions” i.e. number of bridges, level
crossings, work required for each of those “exceptions” was estimated
• A total was developed for each corridor section to upgrade that section for each “type”
of transport option by adding the kilometre rate multiplied by the length to the cost of
upgrading constraints
• Any additional constraints/opportunities were assessed in terms of the corridor section,
for example accessibility issues, numbers of adjacent properties impacted by noise, required
fencing and security.
This approach to the cost development was considered the most reasonable in consideration
of the data and evaluation requirements.

3.2.2 Assumptions
In preparing the estimates the following assumptions were made:
• Rates are as per 2018/19
• Estimate is a desktop study based only on the site inspections undertaken by Arcadis
engineering team, rates are based on industry knowledge of similar projects, Rawlinson’s
2018/19 and/or Arcadis Australian Construction Cost Handbook 2019 where appropriate
• Bridges have been priced at a repair cost and also as a new replacement cost
• The cost of level crossings is an upgrade cost only
• Estimates for culverts has been on a clearing basis only, no allowance had been made for
replacement or reparation
• Operational and maintenance costs derived for rail from previous projects
• Operational and maintenance costs for pavements derived from RMS published rates
The following were excluded from all estimates:
• No allowance for structural or aesthetic repairs to stations
• No allowance for any structural repair to tunnels
• No allowance for significant earthworks and/or slope stabilisation works
• Communications and/or signalling requirements (if applicable)
• No allowance for escalation
• No allowance for new stations or crossings
• No allowance for spoil, demolition disposal or salvage costs
• No allowance for treatment, handling or disposal of any contaminated material.
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3.3 Assessment of multi-use transport solutions
3.3.1 Development of options
On completion of the engineering and economic assessments, a workshop was undertaken
by the project team to “brainstorm” transport solutions that would be fit for purpose. The
approach taken at this preliminary workshop was that everything “was on the table” as long
as it could be feasibly constructed and satisfied the known characteristics and economic and
social needs of the Byron Shire community.
From this level a preliminary review was taken as per the considerations listed in section 3.3.2
below to “cull” the solutions into what was considered practical, feasible and best fit to Byron
Shire Council requirements.

3.3.2 Define the feasible, practicable and fit for purpose
Based on the following criteria of constructability, sustainability and cost a high-level
engineering evaluation of options was undertaken to inform the economic model.
Considerations included:
• Is the option feasible from an engineering perspective?
• Is the option feasible from an operating perspective?
• Is the option sustainable in terms of environment, maintenance and operational
requirements?
• How well does the design meet the needs of flexibility, environment, adaptability and cost?
• Accessibility and mobility including integration with multi-use solutions
• Weights of transport vehicles and implications on the existing assets
• Speeds and required fencing
• Residential impact-sound/noise impact
It is noted that this process was not to eliminate options but to highlight risks, constraints and
opportunities when considering alternative engineering solutions.

3.3.3 Finding the best fit solutions
Further to the above a rigorous Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) process was undertaken to
refine the solution into what was considered the most optimal in order to make the best use of
the rail line currently and in the future, in relation to multi-use transport options.
Further details of this process can be found separately in Appendix D Multi Criteria
Assessment Multi Use Byron Shire Rail Corridor – the findings of this process inform the final
operational and engineering options detailed in this report.
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4 Key Findings

The key findings for this section are outlined below they inform the conclusions and
recommendations in the following sections.
The section is structured in the following manner:
• Background and overall overview of corridor section condition
• General condition of the rail line
Further detail broken down into inspection sites is provided in Appendix A and summarised in
the associated interactive diagram provided with this report.

4.1 Overall overview of corridor sections
4.1.1 Yelgun to Billinudgel
This following contains an overview of the corridor and inspection findings of the stretch of
the railway between the Yelgun and Billinudgel stations. The length of track between these
two stations is 3.05 kilometres, which predominantly runs through bushland and crosses
Yelgun Road, Billinudgel Road twice and New Brighton Road.
The Corridor has become very overgrown between these two stations and requires clearing
of vegetation. The tracks rails, steel sleepers and formation are in good condition. However,
timber sleepers have deteriorated.
At New Brighton Road (Figure 5) the corridor has had Bitumen laid on top of the tracks,
enabling cyclists and pedestrians to cross.
The corridor cuts underneath Billinudgel Road, using Marshalls Hill tunnel, approximately 0.5
kilometres south of the Yelgun station. There are three rail bridges along this section of the
corridor, found at Yelgun Road (Figure 6), Billinudgel Road and the Marshalls Creek crossing.
The Yelgun Road and Marshalls Creek bridges were inspected, the former being made from
steel and is in reasonable condition, while the latter, a timber bridge, requires significant
restorative works.

Figure 6 Bridge at Yelgun Road
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4.1.2 Billinudgel to Mullumbimby
This section contains a discussion of the section of the railway between the Billinudgel station
and the Mullumbimby station located in the heart of the township off Station Street. The
distance between these two stations along the corridor is approximately 6.85 kilometres.
Along this stretch the corridor is surrounded by bushland, farms and other rural private
properties. For the most part, this section of the railway has become severely overgrown with
medium to heavy vegetation. In some cases, this has accelerated the deterioration of some
elements, such as the ballast shoulder profile, of the railway and its associated infrastructure.

Figure 7 Rail bridge over the Brunswick River
Along this stretch, the corridor crosses five different roads, several watercourses, including
the Brunswick River (Figure 7) and traverses hilly and constantly varying terrain. Supporting
infrastructure between Billinudgel and Mullumbimby includes three rail bridges and three
tunnels. All three bridges were captured in this inspection, the first (north down) is located
just off Synotts Road in some farmland. As seen in Figure 8 below this structure is a timber
bridge connecting two high embankments and passing through farmland. Aside from slight
deterioration of some of timber sleepers/transoms, it appears to be in reasonable condition
and until recently was used by the local landowners as a “quick walking access route into
town”.

Figure 8 Timber bridge off Synotts Road
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The second bridge is located just under 300 m south of the previous bridge, connecting
the two embankments over a stream, just off Synotts Lane. Similar to the previous bridge
described above this bridge also appeared to be in reasonable condition albeit some
deterioration in deck timber/transom elements (Figure 9). There was also some evidence
of minor scouring/undermining around the pier footings, and reparation works with rip rap,
gabion matting or other measures to mitigate any further deterioration would be required.
Detailed engineering inspections during business case would be required to validate the visual
inspections. The third rail Bridge (Figure 7), is located just to the North of Mullumbimby, where
the corridor crosses the Brunswick River and appears in good condition.

Figure 9 Timber decking/transoms and rail: bridge of Synotts Lane
As previously mentioned, there are three tunnels along the section of corridor between
these two stations. These are the Haynes Hill, Morrisons Hill and Fords Gap Tunnel located,
just under 1 km, 3 km and 5 km south of the Billinudgel station respectively. The Haynes
Hill tunnel was inspected and was accessed via Stock Route Road. The corridor approaching
the tunnel has become very overgrown and just outside the tunnel portal, there has been
a landslide on the embankment adjacent to the portal wingwall. The ARUP commissioned
inspection in 2012, also referenced on this landslide and as can be seen on the pictures below
there does not appear to have been any significant change (other than vegetation growth)
from the position or extent of the landslip, indicating that this may have been caused by a
one-off event heavy rainfall event (potentially 2011 event) and no further deterioration to the
wingwall or embankment appears apparent in or around the vicinity.

Figure 10 LHS: Haynes Hill Landslip (ARUP 2012) and RHS Haynes Hill Landslip 2019
Along this section of the corridor there are three level crossings, two larger ones at Wilfred
Street (Figure 12) and Argyle Street (Figure 13), and a smaller crossing at Synotts Lane (Figure
12), a farming access road. All three level crossings have either out of date or an absence of
infrastructure and require upgrading and replacing.
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Figure 11 Crossing at Wilfred Street, Billinudgel

Figure 12 Synotts Lane,
Mullumbimby

Figure 13 Argyle Street Level Crossing, Mullumbimby

4.1.3 Mullumbimby to Byron
Byron Bay station is located off Lawson Street in the heart of the township. The distance
between Mullumbimby and Bryon station and the townships is approximately 15.6 kilometres,
along which the corridor predominately runs adjacent to dense bushland, farms and fields.
Between Mullumbimby station and Bayshore Drive, the corridor has become very overgrown
and has received minimal maintenance. However, a three-kilometre stretch of the corridor
originating at Bayshore Drive and terminating in Byron Bay, has been upgraded and
repurposed by the Byron Bay Rail Company for use of the solar powered train. This stretch is in
good condition and can be seen below in Figure 14.
To note is that on careful observation the state of the track in terms of rail condition and
profile appear similar there is a distinct difference in levels of vegetation overgrowth with
the “non-solar” section exhibiting significant dense overgrowth. Without intervention this
overgrowth will slowly degrade the formation causing reinstating of the line to require further
cost and reparation to formation and track profile.
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Figure 14 Byron Bay to Mullumbimby section showing solar track section in the distance.
Between these stations the corridor crosses several roads and water courses, accordingly
there is a mix of supporting infrastructure, including rail bridges, road under-bridges and level
crossings. The under-bridge is located at McAuley’s Lane, under 2.5 kilometres south from
Mullumbimby. Here, the quality of the corridor is only undermined by the partial deterioration
of timber sleepers and overgrown vegetation.
Two rail bridges were inspected along this section, one located just off Tygarah Road and the
other crossing Belongil Creek, just north of the Byron Bay township and part of the section
used by the solar train. The later was of new construction and was in very good condition
(Figure 15).

Figure 15 Rail bridge at Belongil Creek
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Figure 16 Tygarah Road

At Tygarah Road, the vegetation was too dense for the
bridge to be approached. Drone footage (Figure 16)
indicates that there is significant overgrowth across
the bridge with portions of the timber deck sleepers
significantly deteriorated. It appears clear that this
bridge is in bad condition and may require significant
repair works.
There are an additional two rail bridges which couldn’t
be accessed or inspected. These are over Tyagarah and
King’s Creek.

Figure 17 Bayshore Drive,
Byron Bay

Figure 18 Kendall Street,
Byron Bay

Figure 19 Lawson
Street, Byron Bay

There are open level crossings at Bayshore Drive, Kendall St and Lawson St, see Figures 17,
18 and 19. The crossing at Kendall Street is in operation and used by the solar train. All three
of these crossings would require installation of up to date technology and infrastructure to
support any passenger train services, if they were reinstated.
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4.1.4 Byron Bay to Bangalow
The final stretch of corridor inspected runs between the Byron Bay and Bangalow stations
and is just shy of 13 kilometres. Excluding the small sections of corridor within townships this
section of the corridor has become very overgrown and is enveloped by bushland and farms
(Figure 20).

Figure 20 Dense vegetation enveloping the corridor
Throughout this length of the corridor the railway navigates terrain that is constantly varying
and reasonably hilly. The area surrounding the track is also quite populated and has a
significant road network and for these reasons the corridor has several pieces of supporting
infrastructure including rail bridges, road under-bridges, level crossings and culverts.
There are four sites where rail bridges have been used and are required for services to operate.
However, since rail services closed, two of these bridges have been either dismantled or
require very substantial repair work or replacement. The first of these sites is the northern
inspection site on Old Bangalow Road. Here, the bridge has been completely overgrown with
vegetation, to an extent where only the abutment can be made out (Figure 21).

Figure 21 Old Bangalow Road
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The site of the second bridge was where the corridor used to cut across Rifle Range Road.
However, this bridge has been completely dismantled and disposed of.
The other two Bridges along the corridor are located just off Lismore Road and next to
the Bangalow Showgrounds, off Corlis Crescent (Figure 22). These bridges have become
overgrown with vegetation, which has been the cause of some damage and their timber
elements are showing signs of deterioration.

Figure 22 Corlis Crescent, Bangalow
There are three level crossings along the corridor between the Byron Bay and Bangalow
stations. These are located where the corridor intersects Old Bangalow Road, Coopers Shoot
Road and Bangalow Road. While Bangalow Road has signing, signals and barriers, all of these
intersections will require new infrastructure.
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Figure 24
23 Bangalow
Coopers Shoot
Road,Road,
Talofa
Talofa

Figure 25 Old Bangalow Road, Byron Bay
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4.1.5 Line Diagram
The following line diagram (Figure 26) represents the full corridor with the area highlighted in
grey representing the study area. As can be noted two areas exist that can be used for passing
loops, Mullumbimby and Bryon Bay station.

Figure 26 Full line diagram Casino to Murwillumbah railway

Figure 27 Line Diagram
Byron to Bangalow was classified as a Class 2 line, generally consisting of mainly 47 kg mostly
continuously welded rail, 270 mN of ballast and timber sleepers.
From the economic analysis of patronage, it is assumed that for the preliminary levels of
services required these two passing loops will be sufficient and no additional passing loops
have been estimated for (Figure 27).

4.2 The condition of the rail line
Before the track was closed in 2004 it was considered to be in a fair condition4 with exception
of some timber bridges where considerable maintenance was required.
The following table summarises the assessment of the condition of the railway line from
the walking inspections undertaken. As generally, the condition was found to be consistent
throughout each section only one description has been provided which relates to all four
sections.
Table 2 The condition of the existing Yelgun to Bangalow line

4

Casino to Murwillumbah Transport Study Version 2.1 Transport for NSW Arup: Stage 1 2012
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Summary: corridor inspection key findings
The following are key statements that summarise the engineering inspection findings:
• The rail earthworks and formation appear to be in sound condition apart from the slip near
the previously noted tunnel
• The track geometry appears to be sound with both top and alignment in good condition. The
interspersed steel sleepers are well packed and there were no signs of pumping or mud holes
in the test audit areas
• The rails are in good condition with minimal top and side wear, they appear almost to be near
design standard with minimum tonnages on them. The profiles were near design (270 mm) in
the majority of places inspected, even though covered by heavy vegetation in some areas
• The ballast profiles on the rail structure are to standard for welded rail with all shoulders and
cribs being full. Inspection holes in the steel sleepers show they are well packed
• The track appears to have been well maintained with some major works being undertaken
prior to the track closure. The evidence of major insertion of steel sleepers at some time
between 2001 and the closure in 2004.
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4.3 Recommendations
From the inspection of the corridor and the condition of the track, ballast, sleepers, formation
and all other associated items and infrastructure, the following list of recommendations have
been made to return the asset to a standard high enough to support rail services. It is
important to note that at this point cost estimations have not been included in these
considerations and if actioned, the railway would be able to support a light speed passenger
service (LSP) and not heavy rail.
Due to the extent that the corridor has become overgrown, in some cases the deterioration
of the rails has been accelerated. Significant clearance works on most of the corridor will be
required and where required rails will need to be replaced.
Bridges are the corridor’s most valuable asset and especially in the case of timber bridges,
require the most expenditure to return the corridor to an acceptable level for services. Further
inspection of the corridor’s bridges by structural engineers, is required to determine exactly
what needs to be repaired or replaced and what is to be prioritised. Extensive clearing works
are required around and under these bridges.
With a substantial number of timber sleepers having deteriorated, a replacement and re
sleepering program is required for the entire corridor. Ideally 50 per cent but possibly around
20 per cent of the sleepers should be steel, to provide for a 10-tonne axle loading with
potential 60 kph speeds. This would allow a rail vehicle of various types to be implemented
between Bangalow and Yelgun, perhaps similar to the rail motor or other more modern types
of rail transport
To reach the standards required for an operator like NSW trains to operate XPT type would
require a full resleepering program and likely replacement of most, if not all, bridges.
Therefore, this option has not been considered further.
A low Speed Passenger service is a more viable option and could operate within the inspected
area.
The following recommendations have been made in order to address the safety concerns
expressed below, these should be implemented to minimise further deterioration of the
corridor and mitigate identified safety risks:
• Signage to be placed on the rail bridge at the Ocean Shores cycleway, review of strategies for
making safe for pedestrians or closing off
• Rail corridor undergrowth requires attention both on the formation and within the corridor
(not just near crossings in towns)
• An annual supervised corridor undergrowth clearance program should be prioritized and
managed.

Safety Concerns:
• Level Crossings: Road and other users of level crossing have become used to seeing
no trains. Collisions with rail vehicles at these points is the main hazard. There is a large
proportion of road users who continually take risks at level crossings and this is more
noticeable when services restart. Improved signage and a good education program assist in
managing this safety issue. There is new technology available that can assist in this
• Bridges: It was noted in one location visited that persons were accessing a bridge to cross
over a creek to get to the cycleway on the other side. In general, a number of other bridges
may be being used for this purpose. The collision with trains if services were reinstated or
falling from the bridges is the main hazard while the corridor is not in use. Improved signage
and a good education program can assist in managing this safety issue
• Pedestrian access: Persons are currently crossing the corridor through cut fences or
introduced walkways since the closure of the line. Collision with rail vehicles if services
reinstated is the hazard, however, currently there are risks of trips and falls which are
increasing as vegetation and deterioration becomes worse. Repairing fences, providing better
walkways and improved signage and a good education program assists in managing these
safety issues.
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5 Options

5.1 Introduction
The project team considered a range of opportunities for future use on the corridor. These
were selected in a “brainstorming” workshop held by the Arcadis project team. The objective
of this workshop was to put all transport options “on the table”.
Table 3 summarises the options that were put forward by the team. To enable a more
“controllable” number of solutions to be assessed these were then rated at a high level under
the following criteria, so that a number of feasible, fit for purpose multi-use solutions could be
selected for evaluation. These initial criteria are as below:
• Relative cost (high to low) (R)
• Constructability (C)
• Meeting the requirements of multi-use (M)
• Future proofing (F)
• Accessibility (reduced mobility, variety of usage (i.e. tourist, community, shoppers, school,
etc.) and flexibility) (A).
Table 3 provides a short description of each criteria and a high-level rating under the above
criteria. Further details and examples of the technologies proposed are provided in section 5.2
of this report.

Table 3 Summary of modes considered
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5.2 Mode options
From the rapid assessment process the following options were considered to have the
greatest viability for multi-use, that is of combining a commuting/transport solution with
options for active transport (e.g. rail trail) whilst remaining practical for application in the
Bryon Shire Corridor.
They include:
1. VLR and Active Transport (options 2 + 7 + 8 + 9 from table 3 above)
2. Hi-Rail options and Active Transport (options 7 + 8 +9 + 5 + 3 from table 3 above)
3. Cycle basic (option 7) (considered for staging options)
4. Active transport, cycle, mobility scooters and walking (options 7 +8 +9)
5. AV Vehicles/Driverless pods plus active transport (options 4 + 7 + 8 + 9)
6. Busway (traditional) plus active transport options (6 + 7 + 8 + 9)
Further detail is provided on these options below.

5.2.1 VLR and Active Transport
Induction
As mentioned previously the findings from the site inspections was that generally the
trackform was in reasonable condition but constrained by infrastructure standards (rail
weight, alignment and structural construction). That is, although trackform, alignment and
structures would need significant upgrade to enable medium/high speed (80 km and above)
heavy axle load rail passenger vehicles, the standard was fit for purpose, and minimal work
would be required to allow passage of light axle load vehicles (less than 10 tonnes) at lower
speeds of 50 km/hr to 60 km/hr.
Hence to reactivate the corridor for rail vehicles two options are proposed:
- VLR axle loads equal to or under 4 tonnes
- Hi-Rail passenger vehicles and/or pedal cars
The following provides a description and estimated costings to provide for a multi-use
reactivation combining VLR and active transport.

Description
The concept of very light rail is relatively new, having been instigated in the United Kingdom
through a need for rail vehicles that are lighter, more energy efficient and cheaper to purchase
and operate than traditional urban or regional rail. This combined with a growing need from
rural and suburban communities for more efficient, better connected public transport services
that do not rely solely on conventional road-going solutions put pressure on the rail industry
to come up with a new type of vehicle, specifically designed for short routes where operating
traditional heavy rail or tram (light rail) solutions was seen as uneconomic. The resultant
VLR is a new prototype vehicle being built to solve the above issues. The vehicle harnesses
innovative and efficient technologies from the automotive and rail sector, resulting in a hybrid
or all-electric self-propelled vehicle which is lightweight (less than 4 tonne axle loads), energy
efficient, cheap to manufacture and operate and geared to the needs of rural communities
(refer Figure 28).
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Figure 28 VLR current prototypes; source railway-technology.com
Reducing weight and improving energy storage/management will offer a number of
advantages to the Bryon Shire Rail Corridor solution:
• A vehicle with low axle weight will require less upgrade on track-form and structures.
Although it will be necessary to assess the load bearing capacity of the existing bridges, lower
axle loads may potentially mean that not all bridges will need to be replaced for the rail option
• Reduced capital cost and construction time for the corridor
• Reduced infrastructure operational and maintenance costs
• Self-powered vehicles will provide energy and resource efficiencies
The technology is currently being trailed in Castle Hill, Dudley UK. Although it is
acknowledged that this means that implementation cannot be immediate, staging with
initially using Hi-Rail (see section 5.2.2) vehicles and/or pedal cars whilst patronage and usage
increases may be a solution.
The proposed design of this option can be seen below in Figure 29 and the cross section in
Appendix C of this report. Segregated paths for pedestrians and cycles are shown, fencing
would be required on both sides to deter access onto the trackform. The dual paths for cyclists
and mobility scooters will be 2.5 to 3 m wide to enable simultaneous use from both groups
and the walkway will be 1.2 m to 2 m, dependent on corridor constraints.
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Figure 29 Very light rail (VLR) plus active transport, source Arcadis

Figure 30 Concept cross section for VLR and active transport option

5.2.2 Hi-Rail and active transport
Introduction
Alternative to the above and possibly as an interim staging measure, subsequent to clearing
of existing vegetation and structural assessments undertaken of bridges and tunnels and any
issues addressed, the trackform condition lends itself to immediate implementation of light
vehicles such as Hi-Rail passenger transit vehicles or rail pedal cars.

Description
This option of corridor reactivation combines a pedestrian and cycle path with small HiRail vehicles (also called Dual Mode Vehicles (DMV)) and rail pedal vehicles running off the
existing rails, with only minor restorative works. Hi-Rail vehicles have been used for a number
of years on existing railways both for the transportation of materials and persons. These
vehicles travelled traditionally at approximately 25 – 35 km/hr and were adapted so that can
run on both rail and road infrastructure. In the main they have been used for operational
maintenance (Figure 31), and/or to transport railway crews and management for inspection
runs (Figure 32)
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Figure 31 Maintenance Hi-Rail Road/Rail
Vehicle, source ariesrail.com.au

Figure 32 Hi-Rail Bus (22-seater) Wheelchair
Access, source TRAINU

However, “quirky” adaptions, using classic or other road cars, have been made to run on
“novelty” or heritage lines as well for commercial operations in the 1950’s to 70’s (Figure 33).
More recently, Toyota and its truck-making subsidiary Hino Motors signed on with Japan Rail
Hokkaido to develop a high efficiency vehicle that could travel on road and rail at the speed
of a tram/light rail vehicle to service regional communities in Hokkaido, where patronage is
less than 500 people, but Japan Rail did not want to reduce or cut services. The vehicle can
carry 25 people, runs at approximately 60 km/hr (or at the same speed as urban light rail) can
switch between modes in less than 15 seconds. In addition, the ability of the vehicles to be
linked provides enables increases in capacity relatively simply. (Figure 34).

Figure 33 Schi-Stra-Bus, Deutsche Bundesbahn, source Wikipedia
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Figure 34 Revised DMV vehicles developed
on a collaborative effort between Nissan
and Japan Rail Hokkaido Source (Source
Wikipedia)

Linked vehicles can fit up to 84 passengers
(source Asahi.com)

In addition to the above other types of vehicles that could be considered include Railway
Mokes, Speeders (Figure 35), and Rail Pedal Cars.

Railway Mokes, used traditionally for
transport and maintenance Source: moke.
com.au

TasRail Moke, Eyre Peninsular Source:
MokeWerx

Maintenance speeders: source railspeeders.
com

Adapted road/rail maintenance:
Source:pinterest

Figure 35 Examples of Hi-Rail/DMV vehicles
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Figure 36 Proposed Multi-use path Hi-Rail or other rail vehicles plus active transport, source Arcadis
The design can be seen below in Figure 36 and as per the VLR incorporates separate
pathways, on either side of the track. As capacity requirements increase Hi-Rail vehicles can
be coupled (as per the DMV in Figure 34) or replaced by VLR units. Cycle pathways will need
to be 3 m wide to facilitate cyclists traveling at speeds over 30 km/hr speeds, whilst pedestrian
walkways need to be a minimum of 1.2 m. Separating the two mode provides greater safety
for both cyclists and walkers as well as minimising the need to provide the required metre
buffer between the two, thereby reducing environmental footprint on corridor flora.

Figure 37 Concept cross section for Hi-Rail and active transport option
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5.2.3 Cycle Track Basic
Introduction
A simple solution to reactivate the corridor quickly is by developing it into a basic cycle
and walking path without removing any of the existing rail infrastructure. The advantage
of this solution is that it is relatively cost effective, retains the rail infrastructure for future
development and allows for quick reactivation.
Disadvantages are that it does not prevent further deterioration of the trackform itself and
significant reparation will be required in the future if the corridor was to be reinstated for rail
units, or if it was to be developed for road use as the trackform would need to be dug out and
the formation reinstated. In addition, the cycle lane itself is restricted by rail gauge width and
hence does not readily lend itself to shared use with cyclists and mobility scooters. Further
investigation would be required to ascertain safety aspects in this regard.
However, there are alternatives that could minimise the disadvantage, i.e.removable rubber
matting could be placed in the track gauge (refer Figure 38), although these solutions will be
significantly more expensive. The average life of one of these mats is between 15-20 years and
sometimes up to 25 years. The Surface is designed to move water away and down from the
tracks. Although this could be a potentially less invasive and better ride quality solution, the
overall cost could be prohibitive for anything other than small sections of the corridor.

Figure 38 Rubber matting options
This solution is considered as although it multi-use only for active transport modes, it
preserves the corridor’s rail infrastructure and is a relatively quick, cost-effective and
constructible reactivation option.
The solution could be applied as a “staging” option where mats could be applied to the ‘next
length’ of corridor whilst work is ongoing in developing adjacent pedestrian and cycle paths
(Figure 39). The constructability of this consideration will require verification at future stages
of assessment.

Figure 39 Sketch of proposed basic bike and walking trail: staging for Hi-Rail/VLR
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5.2.4 Active transport, cycle, mobility scooters and walking
Introduction
This solution provides the option for multi-use of active transport and could be adapted to
provide for driverless pods in the future. It has been included for comparative evaluation
and also as a potential staging option in preparation for AV Vehicles/Driverless pods and/or
busway/guided busway in the future.

Description
The required infrastructure for this option is essentially a modified footpath with extra width
to provide for sectioned off pedestrian lanes and sharing the path with driverless pods or
Mobility As A Service (MAAS) solutions. The cycling non-pedestrian path will be constructed
over the what is currently the track-form, formation and build-up of ballast. To ensure that
the foundation for this path is of adequate width the ballast will need to be spread and
compacted. Other works required include clearing vegetation, creating the two pedestrian
footpaths running parallel to the track and clearing sediment from drains and culverts (Figure
40).
The disadvantage of this option is that existing infrastructure will need to be removed and if
capacity increases in the future the pavement will need to be reassessed and maybe widened
to allow for shared path with AV Vehicles/driverless pods or reconstructed to provide the
loading capacity for trackless trams or heavier road vehicles.t

Figure 40 Mary to the Bay Rail Trail: Source Rail Trails Australia

5.2.5 AV Vehicles/Driverless pods plus active transport
This solution proposes the shared path use of cycles, pedestrians, mobility scooters and
driverless pods or AV vehicles. The benefit of this option is that in the future driverless pods
and AV vehicles may be able to extend their journey beyond the corridor to provide door to
door or flexible response transport options. In addition, the safety and segregated nature
of the corridor would provide an optimum testing track for trialling the technology. As
capacity demand increases the pods could be
Figure 40 Mary to the Bay Rail Trail: Source Rail Trails Australia removed and a trackless
tram or other technology could be implemented hence the solution retains flexibility for
future capacity increases.
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The disadvantages of this option are that similar to all the non-rail vehicles (including rail
trail), the solution includes the removal of existing infrastructure that allows for mass transit
of people effectively and relatively cheaply. In addition, if capacity increases are required
the implementation of a bus rapid transit or guided bus system will potentially require
strengthening of the subgrade and pavement, further work will be required to validate this.
Redesign and removal of infrastructure will result in unnecessary time and expense, however
driverless pods or such similar options are considered energy efficient and due to their
potential for responsive transit in the future could be an advantage over a rail line, which will
be constrained in terms of MAAS flexibility and access.

These types of technologies are
advancing at a significant rate
with many prototypes and designs
being made available. For example,
“2getthere” pods being developed
for use in Singapore, run totally
on electricity, are able to travel
autonomously, are self-charging and
are expected to handle a load of
8,000 passengers per hour going in
a single direction.

Figure 41 Driverless pod example

Description
This option combines a cycle and pedestrian path
with a road to facilitate the use of driverless buses or
shuttles (Figure 43).
The infrastructure design for this option is very similar
to that of the multi-use active transport and could be
staged through development of the active transport
option, with further pavement widening and bridge
construction to allow for the movement of AV vehicles
and driverless pods adjacent to cycling paths at a
later date. The advantages of using driverless pods
in this context is primarily centred around improved
safety. As potentially some areas of corridor width
may be constrained, the safe coordination of cyclists,
walkers and vehicles would be easier and a reduced
need for safety gaps between vehicles could mean
that significant capacity could be opened up along the
corridor. The pods and/or AV shuttles would be fully
electric providing greater energy efficiencies.
However, it is of note that similar safety systems and
driverless technologies can be implemented in VLR or
Hi-Rail vehicles, thereby providing similar efficiencies in
terms of economics and safety.
All modes of vehicle both on rail and off rail/road can
be developed to operate on clean energy with high
speed charge stations (potentially solar powered),
located along the corridor route (Figure 42).
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Figure 42 On route
charge station (Source: @
volvobusglobal

Figure 43 Proposed Multi-use corridor driverless pods and active transport, source Arcadis
Similar to the previous option the trackform and rail infrastructure will need to be removed,
and existing ballast profile spread and compacted. Other works required include clearing
vegetation, constructing the pavement and clearing sediment from drains and culverts
(Figure 44).

Figure 44 Concept cross section for driverless pod and active transport option
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6 ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

This section outlines some of the challenges and constraints that will need to be considered
when developing the options above and how these have been considered in the costs and
concept development.
6.1 Corridor Width
The most common width of land for rail corridors in NSW traditional is two chains (40+
metres), where the rail reserve commonly applied is 15m from fence to rail. This would
indicate that for the most part there will be sufficient corridor width to allow for multi-use
options put forward however, further investigations will be required to validate this.
A desktop assessment of adjacent land uses to the corridor appears to validate the 40-metre
assumption. However, it is noted that there are two areas where the rail alignment runs on
the ‘edge’ of the designated corridor. Further engineering assessment will be required to
verify this, but it is assumed from an initial assessment that the alignment may have been
redesigned in this area to minimise the curvature for the passage of XPT trains in the past. In
these areas, pedestrians will need to share the path with cycling and a pedestrian rail crossing
may be required on the approach to these areas. This will need to be considered in the safety
management system applied. Although noted as a risk, appropriate signage and a good
education program will assist in managing this safety issue.
These areas include:
• Corridor section east of Talofa, section length approximately 50 m
• Corridor section of St Helena Road, section length approximately 684 m
• Corridor section on the southern approach to Mullumbimby station, section width restricted
to approximately 5 m for 520 m
• Corridor section adjacent to M1 north of Billinudgel Road, section length approximately
400 m
• Corridor section north of Yelgun Road, section length approximately 150 m
For the purposes of this study we have assumed the traditional corridor width but
acknowledge that there are many areas along the route proposed that have constrained
access, variable terrain and at some points the alignment seems to have been shifted so that it
lies adjacent or outside of the boundary at this point. These areas will have to be investigated
further if a business case is to be developed for a preferred option.

6.2 Bridges and structures
The other pinch points along the corridor which do not always lend themselves to multiuse shared use are along bridges and tunnels. Where feasible at these pinch points we have
assumed that the use of signalling and/or signage will enable the safe passage of single
directional traffic. However, on longer bridges, this may not be possible and in this case, we
have assumed the construction of new pedestrian and/or cycling bridges to be built alongside
the existing to allow rail to use the existing trackform while pedestrian and cycling uses the
new adjacent structure.
For full pavement solutions such as the application of driverless pods and/or buses, the
existing corridor width at these pinch points will require significant widening and hence the
construction of new reinforced concrete standard bridges has been allowed for.
The following table summarises the assumptions made at each pinch point in relation to each
developing option estimates, please note that the assumptions made are based on visual
inspections only and further work will be required to undertake detailed inspections and
loading tests of all structures to verify these assumptions.
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6.3 Environmental Constraints
The Byron Bay railway corridor has been identified within the Byron Bay Town Centre
Masterplan as a catalyst site for improvement and active transport activity, not only to
enhance the Town Centre but to potential open up connectivity and inclusion in the region,
connecting inland regions through the provision of easy access to coastal activities and vice
versa. Through better walking and cycling access, it is also hoped that local vehicle traffic will
be reduced. This may provide an opportunity to reduce greenhouse gases and implement a
sustainable suite of transport options.
This section summarises the extent of the existing environment and areas that should
be further considered as part of feasibility studies and concept design, if the proposal is
progressed. Further details are provided in preliminary environmental constraints assessment
provided in Appendix X.
The following key issues have been highlighted for consideration at this stage only, no
allowances have been made in the option estimates for additional works associated with these
issues at this stage, as further work will be required to ascertain the extent of any remediation.
The key environmental issues for the project are:
• contaminated land
• noise and vibration
• ecology and heritage.
These areas in particular should be considered in further detail during feasibility studies
and, if progressed, a concept design of the project developed. Air quality, water, geology and
topography are considered to present a low risk to the project.

6.3.1 Contaminated land
A search of the NSW Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) contaminated lands
showed there were no sites of potential concern within the study area however all soils in
the railway corridor are deemed to be contaminated unless proven otherwise by sample
testing. If contamination is encountered during construction on sites not identified on the
EPA contaminated land record, a Preliminary Contaminated Site Investigation should be
undertaken as the proposal is progressed.
The study area covers a variety of geological strata and landscape features. Any development
within the study area will need to have sediment and erosion control in place to prevent the
surrounding environment from being affected by sediment loads and potential exposure of
Acid Sulfate Soils.

6.3.2 Noise and vibration
The Murwillumbah to Casino line is not currently in use therefore there are no existing noise
impacts from the study area. The rail line runs through several populated areas including
Bangalow, Byron Bay, Mullumbimby and Billinudgel. Any development within the rail corridor
would require a noise and vibration impact assessment due to close proximity of sensitive
receptors.

6.3.3 Ecology
The area is well-known for its diversity of flora and fauna and proximity to the Gondwanan
Rainforests to the west. State mapping of the study area comprises approximately 50 per
cent native vegetation, providing habitat for more than 150 threatened species. It also
traverses sub-regional and local wildlife corridors. Drone photos indicates that the rail
corridor consists largely of regrowth vegetation. The photos show that a large portion of the
regrowth vegetation is comprised of exotic species including Camphor Laurel (Cinnamomum
camphora), Privet and Lantana. Coastal heath/ marshlands and mangrove species have been
identified in close proximity of the rail line in the areas surrounding the township of Byron Bay.
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The study area is comprised of approximately 50 per cent cleared, disturbed or weedy
vegetation with low ecological value. However, the remaining areas contain vegetation classes
that are likely to meet the criteria for a number of threatened ecological communities and
provide habitat for threatened flora and fauna. The concept design for the project should
minimise clearing of vegetation where possible, and a detailed ecological assessment is
recommended as part of further planning for the project.
Depending on the final design, there are many opportunities to enhance biodiversity along
the study area. For example, weedy communities such as those dominated by Camphor Laurel
could be targeted for clearing and revegetation could enhance sub-regional and local wildlife
corridors to provide a net gain in biodiversity value in the area from the project.

6.3.4 Heritage
A basic search of the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System database showed
four sites of significance potentially impacted by the study area. The Bundjalung People of
Byron Bay #3 (NC2001/008) have been determined as Native Title holders for a land sections
between Bangalow and Ocean Shores. A detailed AHIMS search and consultation with the
Byron Bay Bundjalung People, Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council and Jali Local
Aboriginal Land Council would be required to determine if any development would impact
Aboriginal Heritage.

6.3.5 Structural Construction
In terms of allowance for construction of new bridges or adaptions to tunnels we have
assumed the construction of these materials to optimise efficiencies in design and structural
innovation. For example, the use of composite box girders with trusses and corrugated
steel webs, such as shown below would allow for quick and cost-effective construction of
sustainable structures. Being lighter than concrete, this type of construction enables the
girder to span longer distances and enables most of the parts to be prefabricated and shipped
to site, thereby making construction faster and less expensive and suitable for construction
in areas of constrained accessibility and adverse terrains. In addition, the amount of material
required has been minimised reducing capital expenditure.

Figure 45 Innovative methods for construction of additional structures can reduce costs and
facilitate quick construction.
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6.4 Staging Options
The options discussed in this report all have the flexibility and capacity for staging both
in servicing and construction.
For example:
1. Section Byron Bay could be primarily developed for Hi-Rail vehicles and shared active
transport, with sections Yelgun to Billinudgel, Billinudgel to Mullumbimby, and Byron
Bay to Bangalow being opened to Hi-Rail whilst cycling and pedestrian path is being
constructed adjacent to railway line
2. Section Byron Bay to Park and Ride facilities at Tyagarah could be primarily developed
for Hi-Rail vehicles (or VLR unit) and shared active transport while sections further on are
temporarily prepared as a simple cycling track until further funds are made available for
development of section to Mullumbimby
3. Section Byron Bay to Park and Ride facilities at Tyagarah could be primarily developed
as a multi-use active transport and trail circuit for trialling driverless pods while sections
further on are temporarily prepared as a simple cycling track until further funds are
made available for development of section to Mullumbimby
As noted, there are a number of variations that can be developed dependent on
preferred transport mode, the extent and constructability also being dependent on
whether a rail or road pavement option is developed (rail trail or road pavement option
will necessitate additional time and cost to remove existing infrastructure.
Therefore, further work will be required red to refine the options to a preferred option so
that service and staging options can be assessed in detail.
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7 ENGINEERING ESTIMATES

7.1 Introduction
In this section of the report, capital and operational estimates for each of the 6 options have
been provided, explained and evaluated. These estimates have been informed by the current
condition of the corridor, as found in the inspection occurring between the 18th and 20th of
February 2019.
Wherever possible the cost estimates have been based off information from Rawlinson’s
Australian Construction Handbook, 2019 edition and/or similar works undertaken by Arcadis.
The constraints associated with of all pieces of infrastructure and implications for use in the
different options have been taken into account and the methodology detailed in section 3.2 of
this report has been applied.

7.1.1 Additional works
The estimates and concepts have been undertaken as a desktop study to inform the
evaluation of multi-use options applicable to the study. Significant issues that will need
confirmation to finalise any of the concepts put forward include:
• Hydrological studies and determination of flooding immunity and cross drainage
requirements
• Engineering assessments of all structures to determine loading capacity and any
strengthening and reparation or replacement requirements
• Engineering assessments of all tunnels to confirm structural integrity and serviceability
• Risk assessments of existing level crossings to establish the need for control measures
• Geotechnical investigations to confirm any remedial works at identified slope failure
locations
• Further discussions around treatment of the current three-kilometre stretch used by the
Solar train, although discussions for this study have identified that there is opportunity to
place a cycling and walking trail adjacent to this track, adaptation of the corridor VLR or Hi-Rail
will require further discussions.

7.2 Capital cost estimates
7.2.1 VLR and active transport
Before any of the construction work can be completed on the corridor clearing of vegetation
needs to be completed. The width of the formation and ballast-build up is 3 m wide, with two
paths as shown above on either side of the current track-from6. The total width which needs
to be cleared is 9 m. Therefore, to allow access a total approximate averaged 15,000 sqm of
vegetation needs to be cleared per kilometre.
From site inspections of the corridor and to enable safe operations of the train, it has been
estimated that 25 per cent of the current sleepers on the corridor need to be replaced.
The sleepers are spaced at 0.6 m apart meaning that over a kilometre there are 1,667
sleepers, 417 of which need to be replaced. Each sleeper is estimated at $400 in material and
installation, making the cost of re-laying sleepers $166,667 per kilometre.

The 3-metre width of the pedestrian and cycle path was selected in accordance with
Austroads Guide to Road design Part 6A: Pedestrian and Cyclist paths.

6
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The cost of fitting the corridor with solar lights has been based of Orion Solar’s Equatorial
Series (AL) solar light, from their range of streetlights. It has been estimated that these lights
could be installed 30 metres apart and at an initial cost of $3500. Over a kilometre there
would be 34 lights at a total cost of $119,000.
Without undertaking a comprehensive hydraulic study of the area or obtaining engineering
line diagrams it is not possible to accurately estimate the number of culverts, however, it was
noted that culverts that were inspected on site were in the main, blocked with silt and would
need to be cleared. From the frequency of finding culverts on the site inspection, professional
experience and knowledge of the terrain an allowance of clearance of four culverts per
kilometre has been provided. Based on previous maintenance works experience the average
cost of clearing per culvert was estimated at $2445, thereby using this price as a benchmark,
it was found that the cost of clearing culverts per kilometre is $9780. This assumes no
reparation, additional rip rap7 or other maintenance works, only silt clearance.
The areas either side of the formation which will become the pedestrian and cycle paths need
to be levelled before the basecourse is laid. In total 6,000 sqm per kilometre will need to be
levelled and graded for an estimated price of $16,200.
Currently the formation and ballast-build up under the track, is in very good condition
throughout the corridor. However, due to some subsiding it has been estimated that 20 per
cent of the formation needs to be re-ballasted. With the 3-metre width of the ballast profile
over the kilometre, a total of 600 sqm (to a height of 400mm) has been budgeted for. At a cost
of $30.96/sqm this comes to a price of $18,570.
The ground next to the current formation and track requires a base course to support the
pavement that will be laid down to create the active transport paths. Cycle path is proposed
at 2.5 m minimum to 3 m in width, totalling 3,000 sqm per kilometre with the pedestrian path
proposed at a minimum of 1.2 m to 2 m width. A 150mm thick yellow sand subbase has been
selected for the subbase, costing $8.50 per sqm. The total per kilometre cost is $51,000.
The active transport paths have an area of 6,000 sqm and will be surfaced with two layers of
spray bitumen at $7.70/sqm the two layer of spray bitumen pavement has been selected due
to its cost efficiency and to avoid overengineering the path, as it will only be subject to minimal
stresses. The total cost of paving this path comes to $46,200.
With the installation of the footpath next to the ballast formation, a drainage system needs
to be installed to capture and disperse the water that falls onto the ballast. A 300mm HDPE
flexible panel has been selected. This drain costs $20.00 a metre and $20,000 over a kilometre.
A galvanised mesh fence 1.8 metres high at a cost of $63 a metre has been selected, to keep
the tracks and the footpath separated. This comes at a cost of $63,000.00 a kilometre.
The following provides a summary breakdown of estimated capital costs, further breakdown
is provided in Appendix B.

7

Loose stone used to form a foundation protection for a structure or on a breakwater.
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Table 4 Summary of capital estimate VLR and active transport
SUB-TOTAL (engineering costs per km)

600,793

Estimated costs per section (includes bridges and other identified constraints –
refer section 4.1)
Yelgun to Billinudgel (3.05 km))

4,719,918

Billinudgel to Mullumbimby (6.9 km)

9,572,319

Mullumbimby to Byron Bay (15.61 km)

17,440,877

Byron Bay to Bangalow (12.93 km)

11,893,252
Sub-total section costs

Contingency

Item

15%

6,543,955

Preliminary

Item

15%

6,543,955

Contractor Margin

Item

7%

3,053,846

Local Authority fees

Item

5%

2,181,318

Client Direct costs

Item

2.5%

1,090,659

Professional fees (5% design fee and 5%
internal Project Management fee)

Item

10%

4,362,637

43,626,366

TOTAL Capital cost estimate Plus Allowances

67,402,736

Total cost per kilometer

$1,773,756

7.2.2 Hi-Rail and active transport
Engineering Costs
The rail track and a reasonable proportion of the sleepers were found to be in quite good
condition in the Arcadis inspection of the corridor. Because of the nature of the vehicles like
hi-rail and that they only impose very small loads, it has been estimated that potentially only
5-10 per cent of the current sleepers will need to be replaced immediately with staged further
replacement up to 25 per cent. The sleepers are spaced at 0.6 m apart meaning that over a
kilometre there are 1,667 sleepers, 83 of which need to be replaced. Each sleeper costs $400
in material and installation, making the cost of re-laying sleepers $33,334 per kilometre.
The cost of fitting the corridor with solar lights has been based of Orion Solar’s Equatorial
Series (AL) solar light, from their range of streetlights. It has been estimated that these lights
could be installed 30 metres apart and at an initial cost of $3500. Over a kilometre there
would be 34 lights at a total cost of $119,000.
Without undertaking a comprehensive hydraulic study of the area or obtaining engineering
line diagrams it is not possible to accurately estimate the number of culverts, however, it was
noted that culverts that were inspected on site were in the main, blocked with silt and would
need to be cleared. From the frequency of finding culverts on the site inspection, professional
experience and knowledge of the terrain an allowance of clearance of four culverts per
kilometre has been provided. Based on previous maintenance works experience the average
cost of clearing per culvert was estimated at $2445, thereby using this price as a benchmark,
it was found that the cost of clearing culverts per kilometre is $9780. This assumes no
reparation, additional rip rap or other maintenance works, only silt clearance.
The areas either side of the formation, which will become the pedestrian and cycle path need
to be levelled before the basecourse is laid. In total 6,000 sqm per kilometre will need to be
levelled and graded for an estimated price of $16,200.
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The ground next to the current formation and track requires a base course to support the
pavement that will be laid down to create the path. Cycle path is proposed at 2.5 m minimum
to 3 m in width8, totalling 3,000 sqm per kilometre with the pedestrian path proposed at a
minimum of 1.2 m to 2 m width. A 150 mm thick yellow sand subbase has been selected for
the subbase, costing $8.50 per sqm. The total per kilometre cost is $51,000.
The footpaths have an area of 6,000 sqm and will be surfaced with two layers of spray
bitumen at $7.70/sqm. The total cost of paving this path comes to $46,200. The two
layers of spray bitumen pavement has been selected due to its cost efficiency and to avoid
overengineering the path, as it will only be subject to stresses from cyclist, pedestrians and
mobility scooters.
With the installation of the footpath next to the ballast formation, a drainage system needs
to be installed to capture and disperse the water that falls onto the ballast. A 300mm HDPE
flexible panel has been selected. This drain costs $20.00 a metre and $20,000 over a kilometre.
The following provides a summary breakdown of estimated capital costs, further breakdown
is provided in Appendix B.
Table 5 Summary of capital estimate for Hi-Rail and active transport
SUB-TOTAL (engineering costs per km)

$329,390

Estimated costs per section (includes bridges and other identified constraints – refer section 4.1)
Yelgun to Billinudgel (3.05 km))

2,222,940

Billinudgel to Mullumbimby (6.9 km)

4,628,639

Mullumbimby to Byron Bay (15.61 km)

8,212,478

Byron Bay to Bangalow (12.93 km)

5,253,813
Sub-total section costs

Contingency

Item

15%

$3,047,680

Preliminary

Item

15%

$3,047,680

Contractor Margin

Item

7%

$1,422,251

Local Authority fees

Item

5%

$1,015,893

Client Direct costs

Item

2.5%

$507,947

Professional fees (5% design fee and 5%
internal Project Management fee)

Item

10%

$2,031,787

TOTAL Capital cost estimate Plus Allowances

20,317,869

$31,391,107

Total cost per kilometer

$826,082

The 3-metre width of the pedestrian and cycle path was selected in accordance with
Austroads Guide to Road design Part 6A: Pedestrian and Cyclist paths.

8
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7.2.3 Basic Cycle Track
Engineering Costs
Without undertaking a comprehensive hydraulic study of the area or obtaining engineering
line diagrams it is not possible to accurately estimate the number of culverts, however, it was
noted that culverts that were inspected on site were in the main, blocked with silt and would
need to be cleared. From the frequency of finding culverts on the site inspection, professional
experience and knowledge of the terrain an allowance of clearance of four culverts per
kilometre has been provided. Based on previous maintenance works experience the average
cost of clearing per culvert was estimated at $2445, thereby using this price as a benchmark,
it was found that the cost of clearing culverts per kilometre is $9780. This assumes no
reparation, additional rip rap or other maintenance works, only silt clearance.
In estimating the cost of clearing vegetation, the pricing has budgeted for a cleared width of
3-5 m. Given the cost of clearing light and medium vegetation per sqm respectively is $0.38
and $0.54, the costs of clearing per kilometre, using mechanised means to be in the region of
$1500 to $3000.
The rail height from sleeper is 141 mm, but to allow for a finer topping layer or layer of
bitumen we have assumed the effective depth of the rails to be 130 mm. This means that the
void between the rails to be filled with gravel as a depth of 130 mm and a width of 1435 mm
(standard gauge). This gives a required volume of gravel 0.1867 cubic metres per metre and
186.7 cubic metres per kilometre. Estimated costs per kilometre, exclusive of bridge reparation
and specific additional works, have been provided in the table below. The costs for bridges and
specific constraints identified per section has been totalled separately, and final costs then
calculated, taking into account contingencies and peripheral costs.
The following provides a summary breakdown of estimated capital costs, further breakdown
is provided in Appendix B.
Table 6 Cycling Track Basic: Engineering costs and totals
SUB-TOTAL (engineering costs per km)

$132,007

Estimated costs per section (includes bridges and other identified constraints – refer section 4.1)
Yelgun to Billinudgel (3.05 km))

685,212

Billinudgel to Mullumbimby (6.9 km)

1,412,237

Mullumbimby to Byron Bay (15.61 km)

2,929,013

Byron Bay to Bangalow (12.93 km)

2,418,753
Sub-total section costs

Contingency

Item

15%

1,116,782

Preliminary

Item

15%

1,116,782

Contractor Margin

Item

7%

521,165

Local Authority fees

Item

5%

372,261

Client Direct costs

Item

2.5%

186,130

Professional fees (5% design fee and 5%
internal Project Management fee)

Item

10%

744,522

TOTAL Capital cost estimate Plus Allowances
Total cost per kilometer

7,445,216

11,502,858
$302,707
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7.2.4 Active Transport, cycle, mobility scooters and walking
Engineering Costs
The proposed design incorporates a 3 m wide cycle and multi-use path in the centre and
two 1.5 m wide pedestrian footpaths on either side, for a combined total path width of 6 m.
Therefore, vegetation clearing on this 6 m is required, for a total of 9,000 sqm per kilometre
stretch of the corridor. This clearing has been budgeted for using the price of medium level
vegetation
The formation will require works to spread and compact the existing ballast profile and create
a width of just over 3 m. Additionally, the areas either side of the formation which will become
the pedestrian footpath need to be levelled before the basecourse is laid. In total 6,000
sqm per kilometre will need to be levelled and graded for an estimated price of $16,200. In
addition, the existing rail trackform infrastructure will need to be removed
The ground next to the current formation and track requires a base course to support the
pavement that will be laid down to create the path. Each of these two pedestrian paths will
be 1.5 m, totalling 3,000 sqm per kilometre. A 150mm thick yellow sand subbase has been
selected for the subbase, costing $8.50 per sqm. The total per kilometre cost is $25,500.
The combined area of the footpaths and cycle path is 6,000 sqm and will be surfaced with two
layers of spray bitumen at $7.70/sqm. The total cost of paving this path comes to $46,200.
The tunnels and bridges along the corridor are generally between 2.5 m-3 m wide. The bridges
will need to be restored to a standard high enough to facilitate cyclists and pedestrians and
have decking and guiderails-built in. Throughout the corridor condition of the rail bridges
ranges from good to poor, with some bridges needing to be replaced and others only minor
repairs. The cost of building a new bridge, refurbishing an existing one and performing very
minor maintenance works are $4500/sqm, $2000/sqm and $500/sqm respectively.
Traffic lights and signage will be installed at either end of the bridge to regulate travel across
them to one direction at a time. This will cost up to $155,000 per bridge and $400.00 for
signage per bridge abutment or tunnel entry.
From the DDA standards for Vic roads and “Austroads part 6A: pedestrian and Cyclist Paths”
we have found that a generous footpath allowing a wheel chair and a pram to be side by side
is 1.5 m, because a motorised scooter is slightly wider than a wheel chair, we have decided that
this 1.5 m footpath will suffice.
As it has been assumed that the ballast can be levelled at the price for standard levelling and
grading of subgrade and that this is not a significantly more complex process.
The Guide to Road design Part 6A: Pedestrian and Cyclist paths guideline form Austroads has
stated that surface treatments should be stable, firm, even, relatively smooth but slip resistant.
In keeping with this guideline, a prime and sprayed bitumen sealing pavement surface has
been selected. This meets all criteria and is also cost efficient. Two coasts of the bitumen will
be applied as this is only a cycle and footpath not bearing heavy loads.
At a width of even 2.5 m a bridge or tunnel could facilitate pedestrians and cyclists traveling
simultaneously, especially if cyclists are made to cross at low speeds or even dismount and
walk.
The following provides a summary breakdown of estimated capital costs, further breakdown
is provided in Appendix B.
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Table 7 Cost estimation multi-use active transport solution
SUB-TOTAL (engineering costs per km)

$278,935

Estimated costs per section (includes bridges and other identified constraints – refer section 4.1)
Yelgun to Billinudgel (3.05 km))

1,136,176

Billinudgel to Mullumbimby (6.9 km)

2,429,803

Mullumbimby to Byron Bay (15.61 km)

5,225,392

Byron Bay to Bangalow (12.93 km)

4,317,590
Sub-total section costs

Contingency

Item

15%

1,966,344

Preliminary

Item

15%

1,966,344

Contractor Margin

Item

7%

917,627

Local Authority fees

Item

5%

655,448

Client Direct costs

Item

2.5%

327,724

Professional fees (5% design fee and 5%
internal Project Management fee)

Item

10%

1,310,896

Capital cost estimate Plus Allowances

13,108,962

$20,253,347
$532,982

7.2.5 AV Vehicles/Driverless pods plus active transport
Engineering Costs
The selected design is a 7- 10-metre-wide path, line segregated for pedestrians’ cyclists and
driverless pods/Av vehicles. Therefore, vegetation clearing on an approximate total of 15,000
sqm per kilometre stretch of the corridor has been assumed.
Additionally, the areas either side of the formation which will become the pedestrian footpath
need to be levelled before the basecourse is laid. In total 6,000 sqm per kilometre will need to
be levelled and graded for an estimated price of $16,200.
The ground next to the current formation and track requires a base course to support the
pavement that will be laid down to create the path. Each of these two pedestrian paths will
be 1.5 m, totalling 6,000 sqm per kilometre. A 150mm thick yellow sand subbase has been
selected for the subbase, costing $8.50 per sqm. The total per kilometre cost is $51,000.
The following provides a summary breakdown of estimated capital costs, further breakdown
is provided in Appendix B.
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Table 8 Cost estimation multi-use active transport solution
SUB-TOTAL (engineering costs per km)

$1,409,255

Estimated costs per section (includes bridges and other identified constraints – refer section 4.1)
Yelgun to Billinudgel (3.05 km))

$6,693,228

Billinudgel to Mullumbimby (6.9 km)

$13,935,707

Mullumbimby to Byron Bay (15.61 km)

$27,619,270

Byron Bay to Bangalow (12.93 km)

$19,899,067
Sub-total section costs

Contingency

Item

15%

$10,222,091

Preliminary

Item

15%

$10,222,091

Contractor Margin

Item

7%

$4,770,309

Local Authority fees

Item

5%

$3,407,364

Client Direct costs

Item

2.5%

$1,703,682

Professional fees (5% design fee and 5%
internal Project Management fee)

Item

10%

$6,814,727.

TOTAL Capital cost estimate Plus Allowances
Total kilometre cost

$68,1473,272

$105,287,536
$2,770,725

7.2.6 Busway and active transport
The busway option is similar to that above for AV vehicles with the exception that the busway
pavement will have to be designed to provide for heavy vehicle (bus) loadings, a passing lane
for vehicles and segregated pedestrian pavements.
From Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) published data and previous Arcadis projects the
kilometre cost for this sort of work is $5.5M and this rate has been applied here, making a
total capital cost for construction of a Bus Rapid Transit which includes provision for active
transport modes and pedestrians along the corridor to be $209,000,000. This option would be
the costliest of the options assessed.

7.3 Operational cost estimates
7.3.1 Objective
To support the financial and economic analysis for any of the options selected for the Byron
Shire Corridor, an understanding of the lifecycle of the project infrastructure is required.
Specifically:
• The expected useful life of assets
• Operation and maintenance costs across the lifecycle of the infrastructure.
The assets considered in this assessment are:
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Useful lives and operational estimates have been based upon Arcadis’s experience in the field
of asset management and accounting for the anticipated operating environment. Industry
references have also been consulted including:
• RMS industry annual rates of reparation costs for pavements
• IPWEA Practice Note 12 – useful Life of Infrastructure.

7.3.2 Assumptions and exclusions
The following assumptions have been made in compiling these estimates:
• Useful lives and operation and maintenance estimates are indicative only. Actual costs will
depend on a variety of factors
• Useful lives reflect current technical standards, materials and construction methods
• Useful lives assume an operating environment as currently viewed onsite inspections.
Variation in future climate may impact useful lives
• Useful lives do not account for potential future technical obsolescence
• Useful lives assume normal wear and tear
• Useful lives assume appropriate planned maintenance is undertaken commensurate with
the expected useful life.
The following table summarises the assumed asset lives and high estimate of operational
and maintenance costs for each option. The estimates are compiled from similar projects
and Arcadis analysis of data as well as industry references. They are based on the high-level
assumptions underlying the options at this phase of the process. Should the work proceed to
Business Case further work should be undertaken in this required for the preferred option.
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8 CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The engineering assessment concludes that reactivation of the corridor for use of rail vehicles
in combination with active transport is feasible and there are a number of options available.
The estimated engineering costs combined with the economic benefits have shown that for
every $1.00 invested in a “rail with trail” option over $1.00 investment is returned (further
information on the cost-benefit analysis is provided in Appendix B Economic Reports BCR
Economic Analysis Overview). This shows that reactivation of the corridor for rail and active
transport is not only technically feasible but also economically viable.
To enable validation of some of the assumptions made it is recommended that a preferred
option mode is selected for the next phase of the project.
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Please note although the Byron Bay Station sits adjacent to Johnson Street access was
made site and inspection commenced at Lawson Street access to the railway track.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Byron Shire Council has resolved to support a multiple public transport and active transport
(walking/cycling path) use for the currently unused section of railway within the boundaries of the Byron Shire
(approximately 30 km). As a part of the broader Casino to Murwillumbah rail corridor, the Byron Shire rail
corridor (hereafter referred to as the Byron Shire Rail Corridor) has been identified within the Byron Bay
Town Centre Masterplan as a key space, crucial to the master plan, and a potential catalyst site for
improvements to community access. In addition, the aim is to promote active transport for the shire, not only
to enhance the Town Centre, but to potentially open up connectivity and inclusion in the region, connecting
inland regions through the provision of easy access to coastal activities and vice versa. Through better
walking and cycling access, it is also hoped that local vehicle traffic will be reduced. This may provide an
opportunity to reduce greenhouse gases and implement a sustainable suite of transport options.
This report provides preliminary documentation of the existing environment and areas that should be further
considered as part of feasibility studies and concept design, if the proposal is progressed.
The study area covers a variety of geological strata and landscape features. Any development within the
study area would need to have a sediment and erosion control and acid sulfate soil management plan in
place to prevent the surrounding environment from being affected by sediment loads and potential exposure
of Acid Sulfate Soils. A search of the EPA contaminated lands showed there were no sites of potential
concern within the study area however all soils in the railway corridor are deemed to be contaminated unless
proven otherwise by sample testing. If contamination is encountered during construction on sites not
identified on the EPA contaminated land record, a Preliminary Contaminated Site Investigation should be
undertaken as the proposal is progressed.
The area is well-known for its diversity of flora and fauna and proximity to the Federally listed Gondwanan
Rainforests to the west. State mapping of the study area comprises approximately 50 per cent native
vegetation, providing habitat for more than 150 threatened species. Coastal heath/ marshlands and
mangrove species have been identified in close proximity of the rail line in the areas surrounding the
township of Byron Bay. Site photos indicates that the rail corridor consists largely of regrowth vegetation,
including a large portion of exotic species including Camphor Laurel (Cinnamomum camphora), Privet and
Lantana.
The Murwillumbah to Casino line is not currently in use, therefore, there are no existing noise impacts from
the study area. The rail line runs through several populated areas including Bangalow, Byron Bay,
Mullumbimby and Billinudgel, and runs adjacent to multiple private and residential properties. Future
development within the rail corridor would require a noise and vibration impact assessment due to close
proximity of sensitive receptors.
A basic search of the Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System database showed four sites of
significance potentially impacted by the study area. The Bundjalung People of Byron Bay #3 (NC2001/008)
have been determined as Native Title holders for a section of the rail corridor between Bangalow and Ocean
Shores. A detailed AHIMS search and consultation with the Byron Bay Bundjalung People, Tweed Byron
Local Aboriginal Land Council and Jali Local Aboriginal Land Council would be required to determine if any
development would impact Aboriginal Heritage. There are several locations along the existing railway
infrastructure that are listed as non-Aboriginal cultural heritage sites of significance. These include bridges,
tunnels and stations built as part of the original railway line. Future development would require assessment
of both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultural heritage.
The key environmental constraints and considerations for the project are related to:
•
•
•
•
•

planning and approvals
community and stakeholder engagement,
contaminated land and acid sulfate soils
noise, vibration and amenity
ecology and cultural heritage

These areas in particular should be considered in further detail during feasibility studies and, if
progressed, concept design of the project. Air quality, water and topography are considered to present a
low risk to the project.
1

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Project
The Casino to Murwillumbah Rail Line is a decommissioned rail line that stretches between Casino and
Murwillumbah in Northern NSW (130 km). The line was opened in 1894 and ran between Byron, Lismore,
Richmond Valley and Tweed Local Government Areas (LGAs). The last train service was in 2004 and the
community has shown concerns around, and interest in, elements of its disuse and potential future use as a
key transport asset.
The Byron Shire Council have resolved to support a multiple public transport and active transport
(walking/cycling path) use for the currently unused section of the railway within the boundaries of the Byron
Shire (approximately 30 km). The Byron Shire railway corridor has been identified within the Byron Bay Town
Centre Masterplan as a catalyst site for improvement and active transport activity, not only to enhance the
Town Centre but to potentially open up connectivity and inclusion in the region, connecting inland regions
through the provision of easy access to coastal activities and vice versa. Through better walking and cycling
access, it is also hoped that local vehicle traffic will be reduced.
Arcadis has been commissioned to undertake an engineering assessment on infrastructure and costs for
repair and a separate economic feasibility study and social impact assessment.

1.2 Purpose of this document
This ECA has been prepared by Arcadis on behalf of Byron Shire Council. The purpose of the Environmental
Constraints Analysis (ECA) is to provide a preliminary analysis of potential environmental constraints and
considerations associated with the rail corridor between Yelgun and Bangalow.
The ECA is a high-level desktop document providing general information on available environmental
aspects, information and data. It does not provide a detailed pathway for environmental approval but
indicates legislative and environmental considerations to assist with further analysis of potential uses of the
Byron Shire Rail Corridor.

1.3 Project Area
This Environmental Constraints and Considerations report looks at the Bangalow to Yelgun section of the
Casino to Murwillumbah Rail Line (Figure 1), within the Byron Shire Local Government Area (“study area”).
The rail line crosses through several population centres including Bangalow, Byron Bay, Mullumbimby and
Billinudgel and is approximately 30 km long.

2

Figure 1 Bangalow to Yelgun section of the Casino to Murwillumbah Rail Line
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1.4 Existing Infrastructure
The Casino to Murwillumbah Rail Line was opened in 1894. The line is single track, standard gauge and
originally had 24 stations along its 130 kilometre length, including Lismore, Bangalow, Byron Bay and
Mullumbimby. It runs through the four local government areas of Bryon, Lismore, Richmond Valley and
Tweed.
From 1990, the rail line was used to operate a daily return XPT service from Murwillumbah to Casino,
continuing to Sydney. The last XPT service left Murwillumbah on 16 April 2004, following a decision by NSW
Government to suspend rail services. A replacement bus service operated by CountryLink has been in
operation since this time.

1.5 Current use of the Line
Maintenance of the Murwillumbah to Casino rail line is overseen by John Holland Rail. The Byron Bay
Railroad Company (also known as the Byron Bay Train) is a not-for-profit passenger rail operator that runs a
solar powered shuttle service in Byron Bay and rents the land off John Holland. The train runs a return
service for the three kilometre journey between North Beach Station in Sunrise Beach and the Byron Shire
Beach Platform in the Byron Bay township. Operations commenced in December 2017 and are currently
ongoing. The rest of the rail corridor is unused.
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2 METHODOLOGY
In order to provide a preliminary assessment of environmental constraints for the project, a preliminary
desktop assessment was carried out covering key environmental constraints
Table 2-1 Desktop assessment
Environmental Component

Information sources
•

Planning Framework and legislative context
•

Community Engagement

Topography, geology and soils

Water Quality

Cultural Heritage

Ecology

Climate Change and Sustainability

Relevant legislation including Commonwealth and NSW Acts
and Regulations
State Environmental Planning Policies (SEPPs)

•

Expressions of Interest (EOI) Multi Use Byron Shire Rail
Corridor and additional consultation with Byron Shire Council

•

Stakeholder engagement undertaken for the social and
economic assessment

•

Tweed Heads 1:250 000 Geological Map (Department of
Planning and Environment)

•

Acid Sulfate Soils risk mapping (Office of Environment and
Heritage)

•

NSW EPA contaminated lands record for Byron Shire Council

•

The NSW Water Quality Objectives

•

ANZECC 2000 Guidelines

•
•
•
•
•
•

AHIMS
The Commonwealth Heritage List
National Heritage List
OEH Heritage List
Native Title search
Review of past land use

•

The Directory of Important Wetlands spatial query tool.

•

The EPBC Act Protected Matters Search Tool (PMST) Study
area plus 10 km buffer.

•

BSC (2015a) Byron Coast Vegetation Mapping. Byron Shire
Council, Mullumbimby, NSW.

•

DECCW (2010) Far North Coast Regional Conservation Plan,
Department of Environment, Climate Change and Water,
Sydney

•

The NSW BioNet database for flora and fauna records. Study
area plus 10 km buffer.

•

Byron Coast Comprehensive Koala Plan of Management (BSC
2015b)

•

Climate Change Strategic Planning Policy (BSC 2009)

•

Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia principles
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3 ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND APPROVALS FRAMEWORK
This section outlines the relevant environmental legislation for potential development within the railway
corridor. A full legislative review is presented in the Social Assessment report (Arcadis 2019, Appendix C of
the Byron Shire Rail Corridor Final Summary Report). It presents an overview of the proposal’s statutory
context, approvals framework, any licensing and permitting requirements, and general environmental
obligations and duties of care.

3.1 Commonwealth legislation
3.1.1 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
Under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) a referral is required
to the Australian Government for proposed ‘actions that have the potential to significantly impact on matters
of national environmental significance or the environment of Commonwealth land’ (MNES). These actions
are determined ‘Controlled Actions’ and must have Minister for the Environment and Energy approval prior to
commencement.
A preliminary assessment of the proposal’s potential impacts on MNES has been undertaken (Table 3-1).
Table 3-1 Assessment of potential impact on MNES
MNES

Potential impacts of proposal

World heritage properties

The Gondwanan Rainforests World Heritage area covers
approximately 50 national parks throughout north east NSW and
south east QLD. The closest part of these world heritage areas is
approximately 10 km to the west of the study area. Byron Bay is a
gateway for tourists to access this area.

National heritage places

The Gondwana Rainforests are also listed a national heritage place.

Wetlands of international
importance (listed under the
RAMSAR Convention)

There are no RAMSAR wetlands within or outside of the proposal
area that would be affected directly or indirectly by the proposal.

Listed threatened species and
ecological communities

There are several threatened ecological communities and threatened
species that could potentially be impacted by the project; a detailed
ecological assessment is recommended. Further information is
provided in Section 7 .

Migratory species

Migratory species may potentially occur within the study area. See
section 8 for further details.

Commonwealth marine areas

The proposal area does not encroach on any Commonwealth marine
areas. The proposal would not directly or indirectly affect any
Commonwealth Marine areas.

The Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park

The proposal area does not encroach on the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park. The proposal would not directly or indirectly affect the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park.

Nuclear actions (including
uranium mines)

The proposal does not involve any nuclear actions. No nuclear actions
would be directly or indirectly affected by the proposal.

Commonwealth Land

There are four potential Commonwealth Land Areas within the
proposal area. Due to the unreliability of the data source, all proposals
should be checked as to whether it impacts on a Commonwealth area
6

3.2 New South Wales Environmental Legislation
3.2.1 Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979
The Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 (the EP&A Act) and the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Regulation 2000 (the Regulation) provide the framework for development assessment and
approval in NSW. The EP&A Act and the Regulation include provisions to ensure that the potential
environmental impacts of a development are considered in the decision making process prior to proceeding
to construction.

3.2.2 Infrastructure – State Environment Planning Policy (ISEPP) 2007
The State Environmental Planning Policy Infrastructure (2007) assists the NSW Government, private
infrastructure providers, local councils and the communities they support by simplifying the process for
providing infrastructure like hospitals, roads, railways, emergency services, water supply and electricity
delivery. State significant infrastructure (SSI) includes major transport and services developments that have
a wider significance and impact than just the local area. Rail infrastructure is considered Significant
Infrastructure.

3.3 Other relevant legislation and agreements
Heritage Act 1977
The Heritage Act 1977 (Heritage Act) aims to ensure that the heritage of NSW is adequately identified and
conserved. The Heritage Act is concerned with all aspects of conservation ranging from the most basic
protection against damage and demolition, to restoration and enhancement.
Under Section 57 of the Heritage Act, approval must be obtained for works, which have the potential to
interfere with a heritage item or place, which is either listed on the State Heritage Register or the subject of
an interim heritage order. A Non-Aboriginal Heritage Desktop Review was completed for the study area. Five
areas protected under the State Heritage Act were identified within the rail corridor.

Coastal Management Act 2016
The Coastal Management Act 2016 establishes a strategic framework and objectives for managing coastal
issues in NSW. The Act promotes strategic and integrated management, use and development of the coast
for the social, cultural and economic wellbeing of the people of NSW.

Local Land Services Act 2013
Provisions regulating the clearing of native vegetation in rural areas are now contained in a new Part 5A of
the Local Land Services Act 2013 (LLS Act) and, in respect of private native forestry, a new Part 5C of
the Forestry Act 2012.
Provisions dealing with the clearing of native vegetation in urban, peri-urban and environmental areas are
contained in a new environmental planning instrument, administered by the Department of Planning and
Environment, called the State Environmental Planning Policy (Vegetation in Non-Rural Areas) 2017.
Part 5A of the LLS Act is generally administered by LLS. However, OEH has responsibility for native
vegetation mapping and compliance under that Part of the Act.

Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016
The Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016 (BC Act) is regulated by the NSW Office of Environment and
Heritage (OEH). Under the Act the OEH is responsible for preparing strategies under a biodiversity
conservation program to maximise long-term security of threatened species and ecological communities and
minimise the risk of key threatening processes. The BC Act requirements for impact assessment include the
Biodiversity Offsets Scheme (BOS), for projects where a significant impact is anticipated.
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Fisheries Management Act 1994
The Fisheries Management Act 1994 (FM Act) aims to conserve, develop and share the fishery resources of
the State for the benefit of present and future generations.
The FM Act requires consideration of the impacts of certain work including dredging or reclamation and
works that block fish passage or harm marine vegetation. Upgrading of the rail network would include
upgrading existing bridges along the corridor. As the crossings are pre-existing, dredging or reclamation
activities are not anticipated. A permit may be required if the works would block fish passage. This is a
consideration for future development design.
The FM Act also lists a number of aquatic threatened species, populations or ecological communities to be
considered in deciding whether there is likely to be a significant impact on threatened biota, or their habitats,
as the result of an activity. If a significant impact is deemed likely, an assessment of significance that
addresses the requirements of section 5A of the EP&A Act must be completed to determine the significance
of the impact.

National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974
The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW Act) aims to conserve nature, objects, places or features
(including biological diversity) of cultural value within the landscape. The NPW Act provides for the
preservation and management of national parks, historic sites and certain other areas identified under the
Act. All native fauna and some native flora are protected under the NPW Act. The NPW Act is administered
by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH). The rail corridor passes along a number of protected
areas including Jinangon Nature Reserve and Tyagarah Nature Reserve.
The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW Act) is also the main piece of NSW legislation for managing
and protecting Aboriginal cultural heritage. The act provides for the management of Aboriginal land and
objects. OEH is responsible for investigating and enforcing non-compliances with the legislation relating to
Aboriginal cultural heritage.
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4 COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION
A full analysis of community and stakeholder engagement is presented in the Social Assessment (Appendix
C of the Byron Shire Rail Corridor Final Summary Report). The key environmental community engagement
stakeholders included environmental and heritage groups.
Previous studies including the Casino to Murwillumbah Transport Study (Transport for NSW 2012) and the
Feasibility study for passenger and/or commuter services on the Murwillumbah to Casino branch line (Tweed
Shire Council 2004) have found that reinstating a traditional rail service would not be economically feasible
with expected use of the rail service.
Regular consultation with the Transport Study stakeholders indicates that, with the exception of local rail
interest groups, there is little support for substantial investment in re-opening of the rail line at the expense of
improved bus services or investment in social services. There is a strong local recognition that the public
transport needs of the study area and Northern Rivers region could be best addressed by a quality bus
network (Transport for NSW 2012).
Previous studies have not adequately addressed the unique context of Byron Shire. Byron Shire does not
necessarily need to promote further tourist visitation however must better manage existing tourist movement.
Byron Shire is unique in its advantageous position in the tourism market. The multi use is intended to provide
options for rail based services for residents, day trippers and various tourism products, along with a path
based use for walking, cycling etc.

4.1 Consultation objectives
The consultation objectives for the proposed upgrade will be:
•

Provide clear communication to key stakeholders and community members of project objectives,
ongoing status and progress

•

Provide engagement opportunities for stakeholders and community members to participate in
consultation

•

Establish positive relationships and credibility with key stakeholders that encourage direct contact with
the project team

•

Build understanding for how this upgrade will deliver benefits to the community

•

Effectively manage community expectation around the level of influence over design outcomes

•

Achieve high stakeholder satisfaction levels with the consultation process by providing timely and
accurate information and ensuring that this information is widely accessible

•

Proactively ‘surface’ environmental issues and develop mitigation strategies that prevent issue
escalation

•

Promote consistent key message delivery in the public domain by participating organisations opinion
leaders, spokespersons and other personnel.

4.1.1 Stakeholders
A full list of stakeholder engagement is presented in the Social Assessment (Appendix C of the Byron Shire
Rail Corridor Final Summary Report). The following sectors were identified as relevant groups to this project
and will be targeted through the communication and consultation strategy:
•

Public transport

•

Active transport

•

Community transport
9

•

Infrastructure

•

Government (State and LGA)

•

Local groups and businesses

•

Economic

•

Heritage and environment

•

Education.

Impacted community members will also be targeted through the communication and consultation strategy,
including:
•

Landowners and tenants.

•

Adjacent communities

•

Travelling public

•

Local businesses, including tourist operators

•

Festival and market organisers

•

Youth, mobility impaired, arts and cultural representatives.

4.2 Consultation program
A detailed consultation program is included in the Social Assessment (Appendix C of the Byron Shire Rail
Corridor Final Summary Report). It explores the listed stakeholders and focus groups to determine potential
patronage and markets.

4.3 Constraints and considerations
Limited consultation has been undertaken to date, however, based on consultations completed for similar
projects in the area, it is considered that key issues for this project will be related to impacts associated with
environmental constraints resulting from construction. Any future development will require stakeholder
consultation.
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5 TOPOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY AND SOILS
5.1 Existing Environment
The northern end of the study area is comprised of low undulating hills with broad valleys associated with
Brunswick River and its various tributaries. The main geological substrates are greywacke and river
gravel/alluvial sand/clay. In the middle section around Byron Bay there is sandstone, greywacke,
gravel/alluvial sand/clay and beach/dune sands; a section of the rail corridor passes through estuarine flats.
To the southern end near Bangalow are the mountains and hills formed from erosion caldera of the Tweed
Volcano; the predominant geological substrate is basalt.
The Great Dividing Range, Mount Warning and the Tweed Volcano caldera landforms will not be included in
the study area and so are not further considered.
Potential acid sulfate soil (PASS) types have been identified within the study area (high and low probability of
occurrence) (OEH 1998). The study area covers a variety of geological strata and landscape features. Any
development within the study area will need to have sediment and erosion control and acid sulfate soil
management strategies in place to prevent the surrounding environment from being affected by sediment
loads and potential exposure of Acid Sulfate Soils.
The EPA contaminated lands search showed that there were no sites of potential concern within the study
area.

5.2 Constraints and considerations
Future development construction activity would involve soil disturbance and thus require appropriate
mitigation measures (sediment and erosion controls, acid sulfate soil management strategies and safe
guards) in place to prevent the surrounding environment from being affected by sediment loads and potential
exposure of potential acid sulfate soils (PASS). An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (ESCP) and Acid
Sulfate Soil Management Plan would need to be developed for any future proposals.
All soils in the railway corridor are deemed to be contaminated unless proven otherwise by sample testing
(DPI 2010). For any excavation required in or below the corridor, the development proponent would
responsible for testing the soils and treatment or disposal of displaced soil. Water running off the surface or
percolating from the subsoils of the railway corridor into drainage systems incorporated into the
development’s retaining structures may be contaminated and should be treated as such. If contamination is
encountered during construction on sites not identified on the EPA contaminated land record, a Preliminary
Contaminated Site Investigation would be required. Should contamination be discovered during design or
construction, ongoing monitoring or management during operation would be detailed in site specific
Remediation Action Plans or Site Management Plans in accordance with Byron Shire Council’s Operating
Requirements and in consultation with OEH if required.
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6 WATER QUALITY
6.1 Existing environment
The project area extends over several different water bodies that are subject to water quality guidelines. Any
proposed development in the rail corridor would be required to maintain the water quality guidelines.

6.1.1 Catchment overview
The study area passes over two major river crossings at Brunswick River and Belongil Creek and several
crossings over minor creeks including Marshalls Creek, Midjimbil Creek, Saltwater Creek, Kings Creek,
Pipeclay Creek, Simpsons Creek, Tyagarah Creek, Tinderbox Creek and Maori Creek.
The study area is located within the Northern Rivers Catchment. The Northern Rivers Catchment occupies
an area of approximately 50,000 square kilometres from the Camden Haven River in the south to the
Queensland border and 160 kilometres inland.
Major rivers are the Tweed, Brunswick, Richmond, Clarence, Bellinger, Nambucca, Macleay and Hastings.
The Clarence River discharges five million megalitres each year, the highest of all the State’s coastal rivers.
The project area also covers estuarine areas. Being dominated by saline conditions, estuaries have hydraulic
and water quality characteristics, and potential problems, that are often very different from those of
freshwater systems.

6.1.2 Surface water
The Water Quality Objectives (WQOs) and the River Flow Objectives (RFOs) for the Brunswick River
catchment (waterways affected by urban development), which should be used to develop plans and actions
affecting water quality and river health include:
WQO – protection of aquatic ecosystems, visual amenity, secondary contact recreation and primary contact
recreations.
RFO – mimic natural drying in temporary waterways, maintain natural flow variability, maintain natural rates
of change in water levels, manage groundwater for ecosystems, minimise effects of weirs and other
structures.
In some urban waterways, aquatic ecosystems are considerably modified. A return to pristine aquatic
ecosystems in these areas is unlikely and impractical. However, water quality conditions for existing
ecosystems can be improved greatly for the benefit of local species and broader catchment health. Data
from other local aquatic ecosystems of similar type, in areas that are not urbanised, may provide achievable
criteria for these modified aquatic ecosystems.
Estuarine areas
WQO – protection of aquatic ecosystems, visual amenity, secondary contact recreation, primary contact
recreation and aquatic foods.
RFO – maintain wetland and floodplain inundation, manage groundwater for ecosystems, maintain effects of
weirs and other structures, maintain or rehabilitate estuarine processes and habitats.
Parts of the lower estuarine reaches are underlain by potential acid sulfate soils, which should not be
disturbed. Dredging, drainage works and disturbance of bottom sediments (i.e. those below water level) can
also have major impacts in these areas for the same reason.

6.1.3 Groundwater
The level of groundwater use is estimated using the NSW Office of Water groundwater level monitoring
network, which is targeted to monitor the impact of extraction on the aquifer systems. Future proposals would
need to identify if impacts on groundwater are anticipated.
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6.2 Constraints and considerations
Development near waterways area anticipated to have the following impacts on surface water:
•

Mobilisation of sediments during the construction process could lead to increasing turbidity and
sediment loads and smothering of instream habitats in river and creek crossings

•

Works may also expose ASS issues impacting water quality, i.e. reduced pH levels

•

Construction activities could facilitate the spread of weeds around the waterways within the project area,
resulting in a deleterious impact on water quality

Development near waterways would require management plans and the following safeguards:
•

Where practicable, proposal design will minimise disturbance to instream habitats

•

Natural stream bed level will be maintained

•

Unnecessary disturbance to instream or riparian habitat will be limited

•

A water quality monitoring program shall be conducted by a suitably qualified person and monitoring
undertaken

•

Revegetation and bank stabilisation works should happen as soon as practicable following construction

•

The activity of constructing waterway crossings may require approval under the Fisheries Management
Act 1994 (FM Act) to dredge and/or reclaim

•

Waterway crossings constructed in tidal waters may also require a permit under the FM Act if the
construction is likely to harm marine vegetation such as seagrass, mangroves or marine macroalgae
(seaweeds).
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7 ECOLOGY
7.1.1 Vegetation Communities
A review of recent mapping by BSC (2015), shows ten vegetation classes mapped along the corridor (Table
7-1), many of these classes could meet the criteria as threatened species under state or Commonwealth
legislation, much of the area along the corridor is cleared, or contains modified or weedy vegetation
(Appendix A), however there are substantial pockets of well-vegetated areas, particularly swamp sclerophyll
forest and woodland to the west of Byron Bay and towards the northern most section of the corridor, where a
mix of native vegetation is mapped.
Table 7-1 Vegetation within the corridor
Vegetation Class (from BSC
2015)

Potential BC Act listed TECs
•

Swamp sclerophyll forest and
woodland

Swamp Oak Floodplain Forest
of the New South Wales North
Coast, Sydney Basin and
South East Corner Bioregions

•

Swamp Sclerophyll Forest on
Coastal Floodplains of the New
South Wales North Coast,
Sydney Basin and South East
Corner Bioregions

•
Rainforest (Moderate or Minimal
Camphor)

Lowland Rainforest in the NSW
North Coast and Sydney Basin
Bioregions

•

Littoral Rainforest in the New
South Wales North Coast,
Sydney Basin and South East
Corner Bioregions

Mangrove Forest and Woodland

None
•

Wet to Moist Sclerophyll Forest
and Woodland

Healthland/Shrubland

•

Coastal Swamp Oak
(Casuarina glauca) Forest of
New South Wales and South
East Queensland Ecological
Community

•

Lowland Rainforest of
Subtropical Australia

•

Littoral Rainforest and Coastal
Vine Thickets of Eastern
Australia

None

River-Flat Eucalypt Forest on
Coastal Floodplains of the New
South Wales North Coast,
Sydney Basin and South East
Corner Bioregions

•

Subtropical Coastal Floodplain
Forest of the New South Wales
North Coast Bioregion

•

River-Flat Eucalypt Forest on
Coastal Floodplains of the New
South Wales North Coast,
Sydney Basin and South East
Corner Bioregions

Moist to Dry Sclerophyll Forest
and Woodland

Potential EPBC listed TECs

•

Subtropical Coastal Floodplain
Forest of the New South Wales
North Coast Bioregion

•

Byron Bay Dwarf Graminoid
Clay Heath Community

None

None

Acacia

None

None

Brush box Forest

None

None

Camphor Laurel +/- other species

None

None
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Vegetation Class (from BSC
2015)

Potential BC Act listed TECs

Potential EPBC listed TECs

Cultural Vegetation

None

None

7.1.2 Threatened Species
The Protected Matters Search Tool was used to identify 103 threatened species and 60 migratory species
(including 42 migratory bird and bat species) within a 10 km buffer of the study area. A search of the same
area on the NSW Bionet database found 106 fauna species and 67 flora species listed as threatened under
the NSW BC Act (may overlap with some EPBC Act listed species) (Appendix B).
These numbers are similar to those recorded for the entire Byron Shire LGA, suggesting that the study area
traverses a diverse range of habitats, representative of the local area with some areas in moderate to good
condition.

7.1.3 Koala Management Areas
The mapping for Koala occurrence comprises a series of 5 km grid cells covering NSW where data is
abundant, forecasting the probability of koala likelihood relative to those of other arboreal mammal species in
each of three confidence classes A (high), B (moderate) and C (low). These data are based on NSW Bionet
data and available at: https://datasets.seed.nsw.gov.au/dataset/10 km-nsw-koala-baseline-likelihood-map2016.
The study area passes through confidence areas of A, B and C. Confidence Class A, indicating a high
probability of Koala occurrence, is prevalent near the Bangalow, Byron Bay, Mullumbimby and Billinudgel
sections of the rail corridor (Appendix A) for constraints mapping.
The study area is contained within the area covered by the Byron Coast Comprehensive Koala Plan of
Management (BSC 2015). A preliminary assessment of potential areas of primary habitat (koala feed tress
dominate the vegetation) suggests that the study area traverses only small patches of primary habitat in the
northern section. Secondary habitat occurs to the west of Byron Bay within the study area (BSC 2015b)

7.1.4 Estuaries
The NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service data shows that the rail corridor passes through an area of
saltmarsh and mangroves at Belongil Beach near Byron Bay; (Appendix A)

7.1.5 World Heritage Properties
The Gondwana Rainforests of Australia are world heritage and national heritage comprising the major
remnants of rainforest in this area and include the most extensive areas of subtropical rainforest in the world,
large areas of warm temperate rainforest and nearly all of the Antarctic beech cool temperate rainforest
(DOEE 2018). Incorporating 50 national parks in north-east NSW and SE QLD, this area provides habitat for
more than 270 threatened species. The closet part of this world heritage area to the study area is
approximately 10 km to the west the study area.

7.1.6 Coastal Management
The Coastal Management Act 2016 defines the coastal zone as comprising four coastal management areas.
The four coastal management areas are:
1. Coastal wetlands and littoral rainforests area; areas which display the characteristics of coastal
wetlands or littoral rainforests that were previously protected by SEPP 14 and SEPP 26
2. Coastal vulnerability area; areas subject to coastal hazards such as coastal erosion and tidal
inundation
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3. Coastal environment area; areas that are characterised by natural coastal features such as beaches,
rock platforms, coastal lakes and lagoons and undeveloped headlands. Marine and estuarine waters
are also included
4. Coastal use area; land adjacent to coastal waters, estuaries and coastal lakes and lagoons.
The constraints mapping shows areas of; Coastal Wetlands, Coastal Use Area, Coastal Environment Area,
Littoral Rainforest Proximity Area, and Coastal Wetlands Area. Many of these areas would also meet the
criteria of the Freshwater Wetlands in Coastal Floodplains Endangered Ecological Community.

7.1.7 Wildlife Corridors
Wildlife corridors of the North Coast have been well documented since 2003 (Scotts et. al,. 2003), and the
Far North Coast Regional Conservation Plan (DECCW 2010) calls for areas identified as regional and subregional corridors to be protected and enhanced, especially in over cleared areas.
The study area traverses several sub-regional corridors as well as local fauna and moist forest corridors
(DECCW 2010). An ecological assessment of the proposal should include an assessment of Fauna
Corridors for North East NSW (available from Bioregional Assessments www.data.gov.au) and provide
measures to protect and enhance components of wildlife corridors along the study area.

7.2 Vegetation Review
Drone inspections of the rail line were undertaken across three days from 18/02/19 to 20/02/19. Photos
were recorded to capture the condition of the sleepers, rail and rail furniture for approximately 100m. The
camera was also angled horizontally to capture the condition in either direction from the inspected location.
This was useful to ascertain the overgrowth or clearness of the alignment in either direction. Table 7-2
illustrates the vegetation conditions in the photos recorded by the drone. See Appendix C for representative
drone photos.
Table 7-2 Vegetation type indicted by drone photos

Location

Prevalent vegetation within
corridor

Prevalent vegetation
conditions in surrounding land

Northern end: Billinudgel

Regrowth vegetation consisting of a
mixture of native and exotic species.
High prevalence of Camphor Laurel

Cleared farmland/fields

Central area: Mullumbimby

Grasses and Regrowth vegetation
consisting of a mixture of native and
exotic species; some regrowth of
mangroves adjacent to creek
crossing

Cleared farmland/fields

Central area: Belongil/Byron Bay

Coastal heath/marsh and mangroves
in close proximity of rail corridor,
Grass Trees (Xanthorrhoea) present
in close proximity

Coastal heath/marsh

Southern end: Bangalow

Regrowth vegetation consisting of a
mixture of native and exotic species.
High prevalence of Camphor Laurel
and Pine Trees

Cleared farmland/fields

The photos show that the rail line between Byron Bay and Belongil is well maintained due to current
operation of the solar train however elsewhere the track is highly degraded and overgrown by regrowth
vegetation.
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7.3 Constraints and considerations
The study area is comprised of approximately 50 per cent cleared, disturbed or weedy vegetation with low
ecological value. However, the remaining areas contain vegetation classes that are likely to meet the criteria
for a number of threatened ecological communities and provide habitat for threatened flora and fauna.
Future development considerations should minimise clearing of vegetation where possible, and a detailed
ecological assessment planned as part of proposal development.
Proposal designs have the opportunity to enhance biodiversity along the study area. For example, weedy
communities such as those dominated by Camphor Laurel could be targeted for clearing and revegetation
could enhance sub-regional and local wildlife corridors to provide a net gain in biodiversity value in the area
from the project.
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8 NOISE, VIBRATION AND AMENITY
8.1 Existing environment
The Murwillumbah to Casino line is not currently in use, therefore, there are no existing noise, vibration or
amenity impacts from the study area. The rail line runs through several populated areas including Bangalow,
Byron Bay, Mullumbimby and Billinudgel, which means that there are sensitive receptors associated with the
rail corridor.

8.2 Constraints and considerations
Due to the fact that there are sensitive receptors in close proximity to the rail corridor any future development
would require a noise, vibration and amenity impact assessment.
Construction
Construction activities during day and night would have the potential to cause some short-term impacts. High
risk areas (sites with sensitive noise and vibration receptors close by) include the townships of Bangalow,
Byron Bay, Mullumbimby and Billinudgel. Sensitive receptors would need to be identified in future
consultation for any proposed development. If vibration causing activities are required, houses that are within
25 m-50 m of the activity may require a building condition assessment prior to and after potential future
works.
Operation
Any use of the rail line by a vehicle would result in increased noise and vibration levels during operation. A
noise and vibration impact assessment would be required for the operational phase of any development. The
current options are presented in the Engineering report (Arcadis 2019a).
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9 CULTURAL HERITAGE
9.1 Existing environment
9.1.1 Aboriginal heritage
A basic search of the AHIMS database turned up four sites of significance potentially impacted by the study
area. A section of the rail corridor falls under a native title claim of the Bundjalung People of Byron Bay #3
(NC2001/008). The claim area covers land from Broken Head to Brunswick Heads, including Byron Bay and
Bangalow and was confirmed by the Federal Court late April 2019. A detailed AHIMS search and
consultation with the Byron Bay Bundjalung People, Tweed Byron Local Aboriginal Land Council and Jali
Local Aboriginal Land Council would be required to determine if any development would impact Aboriginal
Heritage.

9.1.2 Non-Aboriginal heritage
State Government
A web search of the NSW State Heritage Inventory showed that under the NSW Heritage Act 1977 the
following locations are listed within the study area. The impact of any future development on the following
locations would need to be assessed in a Cultural Heritage Study.
•

The Byron Bay Railway Station and yard group: Byron Bay station group is a coherent group of railway
buildings with good detailing and containing a number of unusual features including the round water
tank on a brick base and the railway hotel attached to the station building. The station building is an
excellent example of the timber standard roadside type and the location of the station and residence in
the main street of Byron Bay contribute in a significant way to the streetscape of the town. The water
tank is one of two tanks of this design known to survive and is therefore of high significance

•

Byron Bay Railway Precinct: The Byron Bay station building is a significant representative example of
a timber, standard roadside station building. It is an elegant and aesthetically significant building with a
notable platform awning and decorative veranda awning to the roadside. The circular water tank is a
rare example of its type and probably one of only four remaining water tanks of this type in NSW

•

Mullumbimby Railway Station: Mullumbimby railway station has low significance due to the loss of the
1920s station building as a result of fire and the removal or demolition of structures from the late 19th
century and early 20th century. The c1940 station building has few architectural pretensions but is of
some interest as the only station building of its type on the Murwillumbah line

•

Mullumbimby, Brunswick River Underbridge (899.276 km Casino To Murwillumbah Railway): This
original wrought iron plate web girder is very significant because significant because (a) it is part of the
historic 1894 Lismore to the Tweed (Murwillumbah) Railway, the first section of a North Coast Railway
to Brisbane, albeit bypassed in 1932 and (b) for the colonial period, the design of continuous girders
was a technically sophisticated task, particularly a 4-span continuous bridge. It is a relatively rare form
of girder bridgework and the bridge retains its original fabric. Nearly all the bridges on this branch line
are originals so they represent an excellent example of late-colonial bridge engineering which set the
pattern/standard for the next 30 years

•

Booyong, Pearce's Creek Underbridge (856.980 km Casino To Murwillumbah Railway, Booyong,
NSW): The five steel railway trusses on the Lismore to Murwillumbah Railway are highly significant in
two of the heritage criteria (a) they are part of the historic 1894 Lismore to the Tweed (Murwillumbah)
Railway, the first section of a North Coast Railway, albeit bypassed in 1932 and (b) they confirmed the
change over to American bridge technology for railways (and for later major road bridges) in New
South Wales. They retain their original fabric and are a landmark group of bridges. Nearly all the
bridges on this branch line are originals so they represent an excellent example of late-colonial bridge
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engineering which set the pattern/standard for the next 30 years. The five sets of trusses built on this
line were the first major application of American bridge technology to NSW railways.

Local Government
The Bangalow Railway Station, Byron Bay Railway Station and Mullumbimby Railway Station are all listed as
heritage sites under the Byron Local Environmental Plan. Several of the disused rail tunnels including the
tunnels at Vallances Road, Coolamon Scenic Drive, The Tunnel Road as well as the Railway Underbridge at
Yelgun Road and the Railway Water Tower at Butler Street are also listed.

9.2 Constraints and considerations
9.2.1 Aboriginal heritage
A detailed AHIMS search and consultation with the Byron Bay Bundjalung People, Tweed Byron Local
Aboriginal Land Council and Jali Local Aboriginal Land Council would be required to determine if any
development would impact Aboriginal Heritage. If Aboriginal objects are present or likely to be present and
an activity will harm those objects, then an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) application would be
required.
Satisfaction of the cultural heritage duty of care for project works outside the existing rail footprint (e.g.
vegetated areas and creek crossings) requires consultation with the traditional owners for the area. The
consultation with traditional owners includes a site visit and cultural heritage survey of the project area,
cultural heritage assessment and development of a Cultural Heritage Management Agreement. If an
unexpected item is found, a stop work procedure shall be put in place and a thorough inspection by
Traditional Owner representatives shall be arranged.

9.2.2 Non-Aboriginal heritage
Several areas in the study area have been identified as heritage listed both under the State and Local
Government associated with the existing railway infrastructure, as discussed in section 9.1.2 and shown in
the constraints mapping provided in Appendix A. Any future development on the railway line would require a
Heritage Impact Assessment.
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10 CLIMATE CHANGE AND SUSTAINABILITY
10.1 Climate Change
The proposal is for both improved public transport and/or increased accessibility for walking and cycling, both
with the potential to reduce car use and therefore not only traffic congestion, but also greenhouse gas
emissions. Long term impacts on climate change will vary depending on the option chosen for the proposal.
Options are presented in the Engineering report (Arcadis 2019a).
The construction of any future development will mean a temporary increase in greenhouse gas emissions
and may require clearing of native vegetation, reducing carbon sinks in the area. However, with appropriate
vegetation restoration this may be a temporary reduction and a net gain in vegetation cover, and gas
absorption could be incorporated into the concept design.
The concept design should consider climate change resilience – ie the ability of the project to withstand
changes to the climate such as increased and more severe flooding events, higher risk of bush fire and more
extreme temperatures.
Parts of the study area traverse flood-prone areas, areas could increase or be at higher risk with climate
change. Byron Shire Council has developed a Climate Change Strategic Planning Policy (BSC 2009) as a
guide for building climate change resilience into new developments. The policy also recognised the
importance of ecological communities.
The NSW Government has developed AdaptNSW, a Climate Change Policy Framework review that can be
used to assess input into project impact assessments.

10.2 Sustainability
Sustainability can be interpreted as a balance which comprises the protection of ecological processes and
natural systems and integrating this with economic development and the maintenance of cultural, economic,
physical and social well-being of people and communities. The key principles of sustainability include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conserving, enhancing or restoring the like supporting capacities of air, ecosystems, soil and water for
present and future generations
Protection of biological diversity
Achieving diverse, efficient resilient and strong economies, including local, regional and State
economies, that facilitate communities to meet their specific needs whilst minimising the impact of future
generations, to meet their needs
Creating and maintain well-serviced, healthy prosperous liveable and resilient communities with
affordable, efficient, safe and sustainable development
Conserving or enhancing places of unique aesthetic, architectural, cultural, historic, scientific, social or
spiritual significance
Providing for integrated networks of pleasant and safe public places for enjoyment and cultural
recreation or social interaction
Accounting for potential adverse impacts of development on climate change and seeking to address the
impacts through sustainable development (e.g. sustainable settlement patterns, or sustainable urbane
design).

A simplistic description of sustainability is to consider it as a concept that considers triple bottom line, i.e.
sustainability considers environment, society and economy across multiple dimensions. The scope can be
increased to include governance.
Sustainability rating schemes (e.g. Infrastructure Sustainability Council Australia (ISCA), Green Star) provide
independent, third party assurance that industry accepted standards of sustainability have been met and
certain levels of performance achieved. ISCA is a member based industry association committed to the
delivery of more sustainable outcomes from the design, construction operation of Australia’s
infrastructure. The IS rating scheme for infrastructure is developed and administered by ISCA. The ISCA
scheme is a comprehensive rating system for evaluating sustainability across planning design construction
and operation of infrastructure.
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It is acknowledged that ISCA may be cost prohibitive, however, the guiding principles of ISCA and use of the
supporting tools could be employed during the development of future development to assess and manage
sustainable initiatives to achieve a comparable IS Rating. A more simplified methodology would be to focus
on key ISCA credit ratings e.g. Energy and Carbon, Water, Materials, Discharges to Air, Land and Water,
Ecology, Community Health, Well-being and Safety, Innovation, etc to drive sustainability with this
project. Key potential sustainable initiatives that may be considered include:
Water Savings
• Water efficient devices in permanent and temporary facilities
• Xeriscape landscaping
• Recycled water in the wash-plant
• Stormwater harvesting and re-use.
Materials Savings
• Reuse of materials on-site e.g. Recycled Concrete Aggregate
• Reduction in slab thickness for the track (design optimisation).
Climate Change Adaptation
• Flood immunity
• Material durability / materials resilient to increasing levels of carbon dioxide.
Waste
• Measures to minimise waste generated and disposed to landfill
• Recycling of assets at end-of-life.
Noise
• Reduction of noise and vibration to sensitive receptors.
Energy
• Lighting
• Use of energy efficient mechanical plant and equipment
• Renewable energy to supplement non-renewable power.

10.3 Constraints and considerations
The proposal has the potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by reducing vehicle use, however, the
study area also traverses flood prone areas that may be further impacted by climate change into the future.
Climate Change resilience and the incorporation of sustainability principles into future development should
be considered. The proposal may be sufficiently greenhouse gas friendly and sustainable to qualify for State
or Commonwealth grants.
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11 SUMMARY
The ECA has considered the potential opportunities and constraints of the Yelgun to Bangalow Rail Corridor.
This involved a review of the existing natural, social and cultural environment surrounding the railway,
identifying potential risks to the development of the corridor.
Table 11-1 provides a summary of the environmental components analysed for the ECA, a summary of
constraints and indication of risks to the project. Specific recommendations for each environmental
component are also included.
The key issues for the project are: planning and approvals, community and stakeholder engagement,
contaminated land, noise and vibration, ecology and heritage. These areas in particular should be
considered in further detail during feasibility studies and, if progressed, concept design of the project. Air
quality, water, geology and topography are considered to present a low risk to the project.
Table 11-1 Summary of environmental components reviewed as part of the ECA and recommendations for on-going
work
Environmental component

Planning and approvals

Community and Stakeholder
Engagement

Topography, geology and
soils

Risk to the project

Summary of constraints

Considerations
Planning pathway to be
confirmed alongside concept
design.

Moderate

The proposal is designed to
improve transport options
and reduce vehicle use, so
would be in keeping with
regional and transport plans
in the area. The level of
impact assessment and
pathway would be confirmed
as part of feasibility and
concept design.

Social Impact Assessment.

High

The proposal has historically
been controversial with little
interest from the general
public in re-opening the rail
link, however a multi use
corridor, reducing vehicle
movements may be more
appealing.
A section of the study area
passes through estuarine
flats, but most of the area is
sandstone, and basalt.

To be considered in further
environmental assessment
in the future, if the proposal
is progressed.

Due to the potential for
contamination from previous
rail work, any spoil would
need to be tested and
disposed of appropriately.
ASS management would
need to be implemented.

Low

Contaminated Land

Moderate

No sites of potential
contamination were
identified, however due to
previous rail use
contamination is assumed
unless proven otherwise.
ASS are potentially present.

Hydrology and Water
Quality

Low

The study area traverses two
river crossings at Brunswick
River and Belongil Creek.

Develop plans to minimise
impacts on these waterways
of the proposal.

Moderate

State mapping of the study
area has about 50 per cent
under native vegetation that
could meet the criteria for
several threatened ecological

There are opportunities to
improve ecological outcomes
through bush restoration in
cleared and disturbed parts

Ecology
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Environmental component

Noise and Vibration

Cultural Heritage

Climate Change and
Sustainability

Risk to the project

Moderate

Moderate

Low (potential
opportunities
though)

Summary of constraints

Considerations

communities and provide
habitat for threatened flora
and fauna species. See
Appendix A for constraint
map.

of the study area, enhancing
wildlife corridors.

The study area passes in
close proximity to sensitive
receptors, particularly in the
townships of Byron Bay,
Bangalow, Mullumbimby and
Billinudgel.
Four potential aboriginal
heritage sites were identified
and the indigenous
community is an active and
important part of the local
Byron Bay community.

Detailed ecological
assessment as part of ongoing planning.
Noise and vibration
assessment and
consideration during
feasibility and concept
design.
Cultural heritage assessment
to be completed.

Non-aboriginal heritage sites
include: Byron Bay and
Mullumbimby railway
stations, several rail tunnels
and the underbridges along
the study area.
Study area traverses floodprone areas which may
become worse under various
climate change scenarios.
The proposal however could
reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and be viewed as
a “green” project in a
community that values open
space, ecology and
sustainability.
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Incorporate BSC’s Climate
Change Planning Policy
(BSC 2009) and ISCA’s
principles into further
planning.
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GLOSSARY
AHD

Australian Height Datum

AEP

Annual Exceedance Probability

ASS

Acid Sulphate Soils

BC Act

NSW Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016

BEAS

Brief Ecological Assessment Sites

CA

Constraints Analysis

CHL

Commonwealth Heritage List

DA

Development Approval

DO

Dissolved Oxygen

EC

Electrical Conductivity

EMP(C)

Environmental Management Plan (Construction)

EMR

Environmental Management Register

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999

EPM

Environment Planning and Management

ESCP

Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

MNES

Matters of National Environmental Significance

NHL

National Heritage List

NEPM

National Environment Protection Measures

PMST

Protected Matters Search Tool

RE

Regional Ecosystems

RSS

Reinforced Soil Structures

RV

Regulated Vegetation Map

TEC

Threatened Ecological Community

VC

Vegetation Communities

WMP

Waste Management Plan

WPA

Wetland Protection Areas
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CONSTRAINTS MAPPING
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DATABASE SEARCH RESULTS
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APPENDIX C VEGETATION REVIEW PHOTOS

Photo 1 Southern end (Bangalow): Regrowth vegetation consisting of a mixture of native and
exotic species

Photo 2 Southern End (Bangalow): Regrowth vegetation consisting of a mixture of native and
exotic species
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Photo 3 Middle section (Mullumbimby): Regrowth vegetation consisting of a mixture of native
and exotic species

Photo 4 Middle section (Mullumbimby): Regrowth vegetation consisting of a mixture of native
and exotic species, mangrove species present at river crossing
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Photo 5 Middle section (Mullumbimby): Regrowth vegetation consisting of a mixture of native
and exotic species

Photo 6 Middle section (Byron Bay/Belongil): Coastal heath/marsh and mangroves in close
proximity of rail corridor
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Photo 7 Middle section (Byron Bay/Belongil): Coastal heath/marsh and Grass Trees in close
proximity of rail corridor

Photo 8 Middle section (Byron Bay/Belongil): Mangroves adjacent to rail line
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Photo 9 Middle section (Byron Bay/Belongil): Mangroves adjacent to rail line

Photo 10 Middle section (Byron Bay): Swamp paperbarks (Melaleuca spp.) present adjacent to
rail line
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Photo 11 Northern section (Billinudgel / Ocean Shores): Regrowth vegetation consisting of a
mixture of native and exotic species. High prevalence of Camphor Laurel
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